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ABSTRACT 

In Chapter 1 two different analytical solutions, 

both uniformly valid for varying values of the Prandtl 

number (Pr) and surface transpiration, are presented for the 

steady-state temperature profiles about an isothermal disk 

rotating in a quiescent fluid of constant properties in the 

absence of viscous dissipation. The integral solution is 

valid for all values of Pr, while the Frobenius series 

solution converges only for Pr under about 6? the exact 

interval of convergence is not determined. In Chapter 2 two 

different numerical solutions are presented for the same 

problem but where fluid properties vary with temperature; 

viscous dissipation and compression effects are neglected 

and the disk axis is aligned with gravity. The motion and 

energy equations are solved numerically by a multiple-

shooting technique, and also are perturbed in a small 

temperature-difference parameter and solved by the same 

technique. Comparison is made with an experimental study of 

the system. 

viii 
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FORWARD 

The theoretical study of flow and heat transfer 

about a rotating isothermal disk commonly has been justified 

by the noting of obvious similarities between the disk and 

geometries of rotating machinery. To a first approximation, 

flow and heat transfer about such real devices as brake 

disks, fluid impellers, information-storage disks, and grow

ing Czochralski crystals may be modeled by the theoretical 

disk. Of greater utility in practice is the prediction of 

uniformity in thickness of hydrodynamic, thermal and diffus

ive boundary layers across the surface—excepting edge 

regions—of an isothermal disk in a fluid of constant 

properties. This has been widely exploited in studies of 

heterogeneous-reaction kinetics and electrochemical 

phenomena. 

Most appealing from a theoretical view, however, is 

the welcome fact that for a Newtonian fluid, application of 

the similarity transform of von Karman reduces this fully 

three-dimensional problem to a system of linked ordinary 

differential equations. This reduction, independent of any 

boundary-layer assumptions, is one among only a handful of 

such cases obtaining in non-parallel flow. A system of such 

elegance and symmetry holds great attraction for the 
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theoretician, and its study may be expected to afford in

sight into more general problems in transport phenomena. 

The first chapter of the present study offers a 

simple analytical solution of the problem of determining 

heat transfer to a fluid of constant properties from the 

transpired rotating disk, and also simplifies a very recent 

series solution to the same problem. In the second chapter 

a numerical marching method is used to determine heat 

transfer to a fluid of variable properties—specifically 

air—and comparison is made to earlier numerical approxima

tions and to an experimental study. The problem is solved 

directly using the complete variable-property motion and 

energy equations, and also by a perturbation expansion about 

the constant-property solution. 



TWO DIFFERENT ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS OF 
HEAT TRANSFER FROM AN ISOTHERMAL ROTATING 
DISK FOR FLUIDS HAVING CONSTANT PROPERTIES 

Introduction 

The problem of determining the laminar flow field 

about an infinite rotating disk has received considerable 

attention since von Karman's noted self-similar solution to 

the constant-property motion and continuity equations in 

1921 [1]. An analytical solution to the constant-property 

flow problem without heat transfer exists and lately has 

been augmented by the addition of transpiration as a disk 

boundary condition. Not available until very recently is a 

solution for the corresponding heat-transfer problem that 

is analytical and uniformly valid over the entire spatial 

domain. A brief review of these solutions follows, prefato

ry to introducing the present solutions. 

Past solutions to both problems have employed, with 

some exceptions, the assumptions of steady state, quiescent 

fluid far from the disk, constant fluid properties, and 

negligible viscous dissipation. That the flow problem is at 

all tractable is due to the similarity transform of von 

Karman. His approximate solution of the transformed Navier-

Stokes equations utilized a momentum integral, the limits of 

3 
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which were the edges of a postulated boundary layer. Coch

ran [2] found an algebraic error in von Karman's solution 

and, employing a numerical matching technique, also obtained 

a solution for flow far from the disk. Ostrach and Thornton 

[3] used a multi-step integration technique to generate the 

first exact velocity profiles for the rotating disk system. 

A uniformly valid series solution that required no matching 

was given by Benton [4], who subsequently employed it in 

solving the transient problem of disk start-up in a quies

cent fluid; Homsy and Hudson [5] had earlier solved the 

problem by a finite-difference method. Numerous studies 

have been made of oscillating systems and ones in which the 

fluid rotates as a body at the infinite axial boundary while 

the disk is stationary? references [6] and [7] list many of 

these. Ackroyd [8] applied to Benton's series solution the 

disk boundary conditions of normal fluid injection or suc

tion and obtained results in complete agreement with earlier 

analytical solutions for the asymptotic cases of strong 

suction [9] and blowing [10], and with the finite-difference 

solution of Sparrow and Gregg [11]. 

Heat transfer from an isothermal rotating disk was 

first studied by Wagner [12], who used von Karman's uncor

rected velocity profiles in the energy equation and inte

grated numerically to obtain the film heat-transfer 

coefficient. Another integral solution to the energy equa

tion was obtained by Millsaps and Pohlhausen [13] using 
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tabulated velocities from Cochran's numerical solution to 

the flow problem. The earliest exact solution of the heat-

transfer problem was that of Ostrach and Thornton [3], who 

also employed a density transform to account for changes in 

fluid density with temperature. The solution of Sparrow 

and Gregg [11] added normal wall blowing and suction and in

cluded the similar problem of constant fluid-property mass 

transfer. The corresponding transient problem was solved 

using a finite-difference method by Olander [14] and Homsy 

and Hudson [15] by initiating step changes in disk tempera

ture and rotation rate, respectively. Gersten and Cosart 

[16] gave analytic expressions for temperature and velocity 

profiles for the case of strong blowing. Vira and Fan [17] 

have reported a Runge-Kutta solution for cases in which disk 

temperature changes with radius, and have included as 

parameters variable fluid-body rotation at infinity and 

varying degrees of viscous dissipation. Very recently, 

Chawla and Verma [18] have reported a series solution to the 

energy equation that uses Benton's series solution to the 

flow problem and is uniformly valid over the entire domain 

for all values of the Prandtl number. Their method seems, 

however, to be valid only for values of the Prandtl number 

less than 5. 

Many experimental studies of the flow field and 

heat transfer have been reported: Cham and Head's study 

[19] of the turbulent flow field also summarizes 
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experimental results of many earlier flow-measurement 

studies. Cosart [20] obtained an empirical expression for 

the Nusselt number as a function of wall blowing when real 

radiation effects have been subtracted. 

The contribution of this paper is to present two 

different uniformly valid analytic solutions, one of which 

is a simplification of the solution reported by Chawla and 

Verma [18], for the steady-state temperature profile about 

an isothermal, transpired disk rotating in a quiescent fluid 

of constant properties, when dissipative effects are negli

gible and the disk axis is aligned with the gravitational 

acceleration vector. 

Equations and Boundary Conditions 

Velocity and pressure are characterized by the 

steady-state, constant-property motion and continuity equa

tions, given in vector form as 

Y-7Y = -(1/p) (Vp +V' X) + Sz/f 1 
T \ (1) 

V-S. = 0 . J 

T, the viscous-stress tensor, is given for a Newtonian fluid 

by 

2 = -/tivz. + v T̂) + (2/3 )/4(V-2)£. 

Von Karman proposed the following transforms for the axial 

coordinate, velocities (in cylindrical coordinates) and 

pressure: 



z = ̂ (v/<o) -1-/2 

VR = rtfF(£) 

ve = ro)G(l) 

vz = (j;to)1/2H(p 

(2) 

z 

P = E^P(T). 

After substituting (2) into (1) along with the expression 

for y and invoking axial symmetry, there results a system of 

four ordinary differential equations: 

2F + H' =0 (continuity) (3) 

F2 + F'H - G2 - F" = 0 (radial momentum) (4) 

2FG + HG' - G" = 0 (angular momentum) (5) 

P' + HH' - HB - 1/Fr = 0 (axial momentum). (6) 

Primes indicate differentiation with respect to £, and Fr 

is the Froude number, here being 

Fr = g(!>/«)1//2/ (l/to) • 

The z axis is chosen to coincide with the gravitational 

acceleration vector, jgz, so that a Froude number appears in 

the axial equation only. 

The flow and pressure fields are determined com

pletely by these equations, given the boundary conditions 

T = 0 :  F  =  0 ,  G  =  1 ,  H  =  H w ,  P = P 0  

t = oo: F = 0, G = 0, H' = 0. 

When non-zero, Hw represents normal blowing or suction at 

the disk surface; the z axis is positive above the disk, so 

that positive Hw indicates blowing. Since equations (3-5) 

can be solved for F, G, and H independently of P, the 

> (7) 



pressure distribution is somewhat incidental to the fluid-

flow problem. 

The temperature field is characterized by the 

steady-state energy equation, given in vector form by 

Cp(£.V)T = -V-kVT + p + 

Applying the von Karman transform, defining the dimension-

less temperature by 

T = 6>(J) <TW - TJ + T„ 

(where the subscript * refers to ambient conditions and w to 

those at the disk surface), and invoking axial symmetry, 

equation (8) becomes 

Hd' = (1/Pr)£n + [o,)l>/(Cp(Tw - TJIjV (9) 

Pr is the Prandtl number, C^/k, and A represents the heat

ing terms arising from viscous dissipation: 

A = 

= 12F2 + r2uiT1[(G')2 + (F1)2]. 

The second term on the right-hand side above arises from 

off-diagonal elements of the rate-of-strain tensor. If it 

is retained, its r2 factor destroys the self-similarity of 

the equation system. 

The coefficient, oo2J/[Cp(Tw - T^)], in equation (9) 

has not been named in previous studies. Letting R designate 

the radius of an imaginary disk of finite radius, the disk 

Reynolds number is then given by 

Re = uR/V, (10) 

where u is some characteristic velocity, usually Re*>. The 
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Eckert number is given [20] by 

E = u2/(Cp^T), (11) 

where AT is some characteristic temperature difference, say 

Tw - T . (Unless E is very small compared to unity, com-W £K> 

pression heating effects are significant, and even though in 

this constant-property system compressibility is necessarily 

zero, the number may be retained [21].) It is readily seen 

that R cancels, and 

Thus, the energy equation becomes 

He' = (1/Pr)0" + (E/Re)yl. 

Since 6, 0' andAare all of order 1 near the disk, then for 

moderate Prandtl numbers the viscous-dissipation term may be 

dropped if E/Re<<l. For air at STP, for example: 

E/Re = [co/(Tw - T^) ] (1.54 x 10"8 sec-K), 

and so E/Re<<l over a large range of CO/aT. When this 

obtains, the energy equation becomes finally 

H61 - (1/Pr)6>n = 0. (13) 

This exhibits J-dependence only and has been the equation 

commonly used for constant-property studies of disk heat 

transfer. The boundary conditions onOare 

E/Re = wu/[Cp(Tw - TJ]. (12) 

1 = 0 :  e = 1 
(14) 

T= ooi e> = 0. 
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The complete system to be solved is now 

2F + H' =0 

F2 + F'H - G2 - Fn = 0 
(15) 

2FG + HG' - G" = 0 

H©' - (1/PR)0" = 0, 

subject to the boundary conditions 

t= 0: F = 0, G = 1, H = By, 9= 1 

1= <*>: F = 0, G = 0, H' = 0, O = 0 
(16) 

Solutions to the Energy Equation 

Previous Analytic Solutions for Flow and Temperature 

Because the present solutions to the energy equation 

rely on previous analytical solutions to the flow problem, 

the flow solutions are reviewed here in some detail. Coch

ran [2] noted that the asymptotic forms of the velocities 

are, for large X, 

F = Ae~c 

where c is the value of -H at infinity, and A and B are 

constants that would be determined by matching to an inner 

solution. Benton[4] therefore proposed that solutions of 

the form 

G = Be~° ̂ 

H = -c + (2A/c)e~cX 

(17) 

G($) = c25aiXi = c2g(X) (18) 

H(X) = -c + c^b-jA* = -c + ch(A) 
l—o A 

(19) 
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might satisfy the system, where 

A = e~cX, (20) 

making the domain finite. Substituting the continuity equa

tion (4) into equations (5) and (6), and applying the 

transform (18-20), Benton obtained the system 

Ag" + hg' - h'g = 0 (21) 

A3hM' + 2 A2hw + A2hh" + Ahh» - (l/2)A2(h')2 

+ 2g2 = 0, (22) 

the primes denoting differentiation with respect to A . 

Under this transform the boundary conditions become 

h(0) =0 (23) 

g(0) = 0 (24) 

h' (1) = 0 (25) 

h(l) = Hw/c + 1 (26) 

c2g(l) = 1. (27) 

Condition (25) arises from substituting the boundary con

dition on F(0) into the continuity equation. Application of 

conditions (23) and (24) gives a0 = b0 = 0. Substitution of 

the two series (18) and (19) into (21) and (22) and equating 

coefficients of like powers of A gives the recursion for

mulae 

aA = [ 1/(i(i - D)]j?(i " 2j)ajbi_j 

bi = [-1/ (2i2 (i - 1)) 3 "£'[ (i - j)(2i - 3j)bibi 

J-i 
+ 4ajai_j] 

> (28) 

for i = 2, 3, 4f...n, n being some cut-off integer for the 
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series. Because all am and bm depend only on a^<m and b^<]m, 

all a^ and can be found directly once a^ and bj are 

known. The recursion formulae are substituted into the 

remaining boundary conditions (25-27), which are then solved 

simultaneously by an appropriate method for the unknowns a^, 

bj and c. 

Benton solved this system for Hw = 0 only, using 

Cochran's results [2] as initial guesses. The present 

author has solved the system for finite Hw using Newton's 

method and found solutions for Hw < 0.4 , including very 

large negative values. Such solutions agree completely with 

reported numerical solutions of the differential equations 

([11], and below). However, convergence problems were en

countered with larger positive Hw even for n as large as 

100. In an attempt to overcome the same problem, Ackroyd 

[8] applied Aitken acceleration to the series but neverthe

less found exceedingly slow convergence for Hw in the 

neighborhood of 0.55; convergence there required n near 

1000. Indeed, Ackroyd showed that the unmodified equations 

(28) can be used to find alr bj and c only for -«o< Hw < 

0.589; he subsequently employed the integral method of 

Samuel and Hall [21] to recast the governing differential 

equations as an initial-value problem and found convergent 

solutions for values of Hw up to +3.3. 

Chawla and Verma [18] have very recently reported an 

analytical solution to the energy equation employing 
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Benton's solution to the flow problem. A solution was sought 

of the form, 

6>= APr"1K(A) 

= A Pr"1SciA i  (29) 
0=t 

(The are not to be confused with c, the value of -H at £ 

= 00). Substitution of the series definition of K into the 

resulting differential equation, 

\2Kn + (Pr-l)AK' - (Pr-l)K + hPr[(Pr-l)K + AK'] = 0, 

subject to the boundary conditions 

K(0) = 0, K(1) = 1 

yielded a recursion relationship for c^. 

Chawla and Verma reported that finding the con

stants c^ requires solving n simultaneous equations, where n 

is the number of terms retained in the series. Given below 

are two alternate solutions by the present author. The 

first, a series solution by the method of Frobenius, is 

equivalent to the solution presented by Chawla and Verma 

[18] but is simpler in its development and implementation. 

The second is unique and is uniformly valid for all values 

of the Prandtl number. 

Frobenius Series Solution of the Energy Equation 

If Benton's transform (equation (20)) is applied to 

the energy equation (13), there results 

q-m + Y I(Pr(h - 1) + 1) ]/A = (30) 
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where TM) = 0(5) • Since this linear equation has a regular 

singular point at A= 0, it can be solved using the method 

of Frobenius by proposing that 

r= A-L^CA) + A 2r 2(A), 

where 7"^, at least, is given by 

(32) 

T^A) = (31) 
C-O 

rj is the larger of two indicial roots, n is an arbitrary 

cut-off integer for the series, and Aj and A2 are constants 

to be determined by the boundary conditions, 

T(0) = 0 

T(l) = 1. 

After substituting (31) into (30) the resulting 

indicial equation, r(r-Pr) = 0, gives 

r-£ = Pr 

r2 = 0, 

so that 12 may be written 

r2 - ^A1-
C=-o 

After equating coefficients of like powers of A, a recursion 

formula is found for c^: 

ci = -[Pr/(i(i + Pr))]^bici_j(i + Pr - j) , (33) 
J-1 

for i = 1, 2, 3,...n, where c0 arbitrarily is assigned the 

value 

c0 = 1. (34) 
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Boundary conditions are satisfied for Pr > 0 by 

n 
Aj = l/tc ±  and 

(35) t-0 

A 2  =  0 .  

Thus, 

T(A) = [2CIA(I+PR)]/[F Ci] . (36) 
(/-O 6=K> 

Formula (33) can be made identical to the recursion 

formula reported by Chawla and Verma [18] after some index

ing of subscripts. It is obvious that, contrary to the 

assertion in [18] , the c^ here can be determined directly 

from the recursion formula (33), starting at c^, once the b^ 

have been calculated from Benton's solution to the motion 

equations (viz. equations (28)). The c^ have been calcu

lated by the author and have been found to compose an 

alternating sequence for all Pr. The number of retained 

terms necessary for convergence varies strongly with Pr: for 

example, the absolute value of c^ becomes of order 10""*® 

after only 24 terms for Pr = 0.1, but after 135 terms for Pr 

= 5. For Pr K 0.9, the absolute values decrease monoton-

ically with i, and for Pr 7 0.9, they increase to a large 

maximum before decreasing. As an example, when Pr = 5, the 

largest constants are of order 10®. 

Equation (36) was used to calculate values of ©and 

& at various ̂ for Pr from 0.1 to 6.0 (App. I contains a 

listing of the computer program used). Above Pr = 6, the 
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magnitude of 0* at X= 0 failed to increase monotonically 

with Pr, and above Pr = 8 the solution predicted anomalous 

negative values of temperature near the disk surface. 

Agreement with a numerical solution (see below) of equations 

(4-6) and (13) was complete to four figures for Pr < 2; the 

numerical problem became intractable for Pr J 2, and so its 

solution was not available in this range of Pr. The series 

solution agrees with that of Chawla and Verma [18] to four 

figures for all values of Pr they report except Pr = 5? this 

is discussed below. Agreement with the integral solution 

presented below is complete to four figures for Pr K 5. 

Integral Solution of the Energy Equation 

Since Benton's solution to the flow problem was 

suggested by the asymptotic forms of F, G, and H for large 

X, it is reasonable that the asymptotic form of 0 might also 

suggest a solution. At large I, H approaches -c, and so the 

asymptotic form of 9, after equation (13) is solved, is 

0. De"cPrSJ 

where D is a constant that would be determined by matching 

to an inner solution. This suggests a solution for 3 of the 

form, 

£=e(e~cPr?). (37) 

Because a solution is sought for^in terms of exp(-cPrl), 

and not exp(-c"£), equation (37) cannot be used in the dif

ferential equation (30) and so a further transform is 
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required. A new independent variable, Yt is defined, and 

the dependant variables redefined in terms of Y: 

r= e-cPr£ = APr (38) 

t(tf) = W) (39) 

= MA) . (40) 

Applying (39) and (40) to the differential equation (30), 

there results 

t" + (t'/Y)^ = 0' (41> 

where 

^(T) = ZbiTi/Pr (42) 

from equations (40) and (38). Primes denote differentiation 

with respect to the independent variable T, and the b^ are 

from Benton's solution to the flow problem. It should be 

noted that when Pr = 1, equation (30) becomes identical in 

form to equation (41). 

Equation (41) is readily solved by integrating 

twice: after the first integration, 

t' = pexp[-Pr 5 (bi/i)Ti//pr] , (43) 
C»' 

where p is a constant of integration. Then, integrating 

again and applying the boundary condition t(T= 0) = 0: 

t = p ( exp[-Pr H(bj./i)T1/Pr]dV. (44) 
'o C-i 

Applying the boundary condition t{T= 1) =1: 

p = 1/ fexp[-Pr£(bi/i)xi/pr]dx, (45) 
i'-i 
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where x is a dummy variable. The transform to TtA) has 

allowed evaluation of the previously infinite boundary con

dition? the transformation to -£(T) has simplified the 

resulting differential equation. t may be transformed back 

to and there results 

e-cPr X f exp[-Pr£(bj/i)x*/Pr]dx 
O 

0{l) # (46) 

• I 
fexp[-Pr Z(bj/i)xi/pr]dx 
o C-i 

n is again an arbitrary cut-off integer for the series. 

Because for the constant-property problem the velocity field 

is independent of the temperature field, the b^ and c may be 

found (along with the a^) as in Benton [4] and Ackroyd [8] 

for any values of suction and for any values of blowing for 

which convergence of the series has been demonstrated. 

The series Sib.: has been shown to be convergent for 

values of Hw between - =© and +3.3 [8], and the only £-

dependence of equation (46) is in its upper limit of integ

ration, exp(-cPrt), which is well behaved because its 

argument is always negative, (Kuiken [10] has shown that the 

boundary layer cannot be blown off the disk, and so c must 

be always positive^) 
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Calculation of the Nusselt Number 
Using the Integral Solution 

It has been shown [12] that if the film heat-

transfer coefficient, h, is defined as 

h = (-k(&T/dz)jz=0)/(Tw - TJ, 

and the Nusselt number, Nu, is defined as 

Nu = h(xyb) 

being a characteristic length, there results 

Nu = -e'(X= 0). (47) 

Applying Leibnitz' rule to (46) and differentiating with 

respect to 

£'(X) = ~PC Pr exp[-cPrJT- Pr X. (b^/i) exp(-icl) ]. (48) 
C-i 

For £ = 0, and p defined as in equation (45): 

Nu = -©'(£= 0) = pc Pr exp [-Pr 5(b^/i]. (49) 
C-i 

Nu has been calculated from this expression for 

values of Pr from 0.02 to 10 and for injection and suction 

rates from -10 to 0.4. (App. II contains a listing of the 

computer program used for this.) Agreement with the numer

ical solution of Sparrow and Gregg [13], who used Pr = 0.7, 

was complete to four figures. The present author has integ

rated the system (4-6) and (13) numerically for other values 

of Pr and Hw using a multiple shooting method that employs a 

fifth-order Runge-Kutta (R-K) algorithm (App. Ill contains a 

listing of the program used for this). Because the spatial 



scales of changes in velocity and temperature become in

creasingly disparate above Pr = 2, an R-K solution was 

unavailable above this Pr. Agreement of the R-K solution 

with values of Nu from equation (46) was complete to four 

figures for all Pr that allowed the numerical solution. 

Agreement of the integral solution for Nu with that from the 

Frobenius solution was complete to four figures for values 

of Pr up to 4r and for Pr between 4 and 5 agreement was 

complete to three figures ; Table 1 lists Nu calculated as 

a function of Pr for both solutions when Hw = 0. Fig. 1 

plots Nu vs. Pr, generated from the integral solution, for 

varying values of Hw. Agreement with Chawla and Verma's 

results for the untranspired disk [18] was complete to four 

figures for all values of Pr they reported except the great

est value, 5; that value of Nu was 20% below Nu calculated 

by both methods here. This is further discussed below. 

Discussion 

The two values of Nu given by Chawla and verma [18] 

for the untranspired disk when Pr = 3 (0.6826) and Pr = 5 

(0.6920) differ by only 1%; this does not make physical 

sense. For Pr = 5 the corresponding values of Nu here are 

0.8530 and 0.8533 for the series and integral solutions, 

respectively (see table), and so it is evident that there is 

a problem in the method of Chawla and Verma for larger Pr. 



Table 1: Nu from the Frobenius Series and Integral Solution, and 
Associated Constants of Integration. 

(Note: n is the number of terms in the series solution required 
to reduce the magnitude of following terms to less than 10""1 .] 

Frobenius Series Integral Runge-Kutta 

Pr n Nu Nu Nu 

0.1 26 0 .983113 0 .076580 1.01708 0.07657 
0.2 30 0 .941433 0 .136145 1.06621 0.13615 
0.3 34 0 .885070 0 .184903 
0.4 37 0 .820873 0 .226268 1.21821 0.22627 
0.5 39 0 .753475 0 .262288 1.32718 0.26229 
0.6 42 0 .685979 0 .294277 1.45777 0.29428 
0.7 45 0 .620421 0 .323122 1.61181 0.32312 
0.71 45 0 .614026 0 .325859 1.62860 0.32586 
0.8 47 0 .558087 0 .349447 1.79184 0.34945 
0.9 50 0 .499738 0 .373708 2.00105 0.37371 
1.0 52 0 .445766 0 .396246 2.24333 0.39625 
1.5 63 0 .241350 0 .490580 
2.0 74 0 .124809 0 .565256 8.01247 0.56527 
3.0 95 0 .030961 0 .682579 32.2987 0.68259 
4.0 115 0 .007258 0 .775330 137.782 0.77534 
5.0 135 0 .001646 0 .852990 607.443 0.85330 
6.0 2 ,736.56 0.92124 
7.0 12 ,518.1 0.98184 
8.0 57 ,918.8 1.03682 
9.0 270 ,351. 1.08731 
10.0 1,270 ,840 1.13413 

0.26233 

0.32315 

0.39626 
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This no doubt arises from their obtaining the as the 

solution to a simultaneous algebraic system rather than from 

a straightforward application of their recursion formula; at 

higher values of Pr the former method might prove intract

able as convergence of the series then requires a much 

greater number of terms. 

In the integral solution of the energy equation, the 

constant, p, is determined by 

p = 1/ f1JdAf 
'0 

where 

J = exp[-Pr£(bi/i)Ai/Pr. 
i-t 

The function J is plotted against A in Fig. 2 for a number 

of values of Pr; obviously the slope of J becomes quite 

steep near A= 0 as Pr increases. Accordingly, integration 

was carried out here by the method of cautious adaptive 

Romberg extrapolation, a technique of great effectiveness in 

such cases. The method was found to be inadequate when Pr 

was above 10, where to computing-machine accuracy the value 

of dJ/dA became infinite near A = 0. Values of p are given 

in the table. A measure of the equivalence of the integral 

and series solutions is the fact that 1/p and the constant 

Aj in the Frobenius solution are equal to at least three 

figures; thus their coefficients are equivalent. While this 
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is obvious, its demonstration mathematically might prove 

quite difficult. 

Pig. 1 shows curves of Nu vs. Pr for varying values 

of Hw, and the cross-plot Nu vs. Hw for varying values of Pr 

is shown in Fig. 3; the region of blowing is enlarged in 

Fig. 4. For Hw < -2, it was found that Nu is correlated 

well by the expression 

Nu = -PrHw. (50) 

This is the asymptotic solution of the energy equation for 

large suction as given by Sparrow and Gregg [11]. For 

values of Pr above 3, all curves Nu vs. Pr are virtually 

linear with Pr and in the suction case these were found to 

be correlated well by 

Nu = fi(Hw) + f2(Hw)Pr, (51) 

where the functions f^ and f2 are given by 

fl(H
w) = 0.770exp(1.83Hw) 

f2(Hw) = -Hw[l - 0.0858exp(2.63Hw)]. 

For large suction, this expression is valid for all Pr since 

it then approaches equation (50). 

It is interesting to note in Fig. 1 that Nu in

creases monotonically with Pr for suction, while for some 

positive Hw, Nu has a maximum with Pr and then decreases; 

with stronger blowing this maximum occurs at smaller values 

of Pr. This behavior is observed more readily in the cross-

plot, Fig. 3, where Nu increases with Pr at very low Hw but 

decreases with Pr for larger Hw; with increasing Pr, the 
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"crossover" point appears at lower values of Hw. It is 

demonstrated below that this crossover cannot occur for the 

case where Hw 0, and that when Hw > 0 it may appear for 

some value of Pr: 

The energy equation (13) can be integrated between 0 

and some value of T S : 

c&> 
) deVe1 = \ PrHd £ 
-a/l, O 

r£ 
Nu = -d'(£)exp[-Pr ) Hd"5], (52) 

'o 

where 

H = H(I,HW) 

(S,Pr,Hw). 
cs 

Although the expressions and exp[-Pr) Hd^] are functions 
A) 

of 8, their product is not, since Nu is not a function of 

position. Thus for any pair (Hw, Pr), Nu is invariant with 

the choice of This functional relationship is expressed 

formally as 

Nu(H , Pr) = -£'(Pr, Hw, <5")exp[-Pr CH(Hw, 1 )dl]. 
'o 

If Nu is indeed to achieve a maximum with Pr for a 

given Hw, then £>Nu/dPr = 0 there. From (53), 

rs rs 
c>Nu/dPr = -exp[-PrJ HdJ] [^'J Hd£+ 3d*/3Pr] , (54) 

where it is understood that and H keep their respective 

arguments as in (53). Equation (54) reduces to an identity 

when S- 0. At the maximum, then, the expression 
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r s  
^Nu/^Pr = 0 = - J HdI + ^[ln(-d')]/aPr (55) 

must be true for some pair (Hw, Pr) for all choices of the 

parameter S. When Hw 1 0, the integral in (55) is negative 

for all choices of S, since H will always be negative or 

zero. Thus, for suction and zero blowing (55) implies that 

0 = p(S) + d[ln©'(Hw, Pr, £)]/<*Pr (56) 

at the maximum for all values of £, where p is some positive 

number. If (56) is indeed true, then there must be some Pr, 

given an Hw <L 0, for which d[ln0']/d>Pr is negative for all 

s. 
The last statement implies that, for any fixed Hw £ 

0, there is for some Pr a curve of 0' vs. "5 that never 

intersects similar curves belonging to other values of Pr. 

Because for all pairs (Hw, Pr), it is true that £(0) = 1 and 

d(oo) = 0, then unless two curves of dvs.? are identical, 

their corresponding curves of vs X must intersect at 

least once. Thus, equation (55) can never be true for Hw i 

0 .  

For positive Hw, however, there is always some Sfor 

which the integral j^Hd£ is positive, so that equation (55) 

can be satisfied for some pair (Hw, Pr) and still allow 

b9'/bPr to change sign somewhere in the X domain? for that 

pair, the sign change occurs at that^for which J^Hd£ = 0. 

This phenomenon can be explained physically as fol

lows: for a given Pr, as Hw is increased, the point at which 
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the induced axial flow toward the disk turns into radial 

flow is pushed farther away from the disk; thus with 

increasing Hw the cooler ambient air meets heated air 

farther from the disk surface, flattening the temperature 

profile and thereby decreasing Nu. This is true even for 

negative Hw if Hw is becoming more positive. 

For negative and zero Hw, as Pr is increased, ther

mal energy is transported ever more slowly away from the 

disk. In the suction case this conductive transport opposes 

a convective flow toward the disk, and so as Pr increases, 

the conductive transport becomes small relative to the 

greater convective transport in the opposite direction: Nu 

increases as dO'/d£ at the wall becomes greater in magni

tude. For positive Hw, however, as Pr increases from zero a 

point is reached where the thickness of the thermal boundary 

layer is reduced to the same order as that of the hydrody-

namic boundary layer. As Pr continues to increase, thermal 

energy is transported more quickly by the injected fluid 

than by conduction, and hence the temperature of fluid 

adjacent to the disk becomes nearer to that of the disk. As 

the effect becomes more pronounced, then, the temperature 

gradient at the disk drops: Nu subsequently decreases with 

increasing Pr. 
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Summary 

A number of conclusions may be drawn: 

1) The series and integral solutions presented are valid 

for all values of Hw for which Benton's series solution to 

the flow problem is convergent. 

2) The series solution is convergent for Pr Z 6; the exact 

interval of convergence has yet to be determined. For values 

of Pr below 4, it gives values for Nu agreeing with the 

integral solution to four figures, and for 4 < Pr < 5, the 

two solutions agree to 3 figures. 

3) The integral solution to the energy equation is uniform

ly valid for all Pr? however, solution for Pr ? 10 requires 

that a more sophisticated technique be used to evaluate the 

definite integral in equation (45). 
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NOMENCLATURE 

ai' ̂ i' — constants in series representation of g, h and 
& , respectively 

c — value of -H at X -

Cp — heat capacity at constant pressure [J/g-K] 

d^ — constants in second linearly independent solution to 
in Frobenius solution 

E — Eckert number [dimensionless] 

E — rate-of-strain tensor [sec-1] 

f — dimensionless radial velocity as function of A 

F — dimensionless radial velocity as function of £ 

Fr — Froude number [dimensionless] 

g — dimensionless angular component of velocity as function 
of A 

g — gravitational acceleration [m/sec2] 

G — dimensionless angular component of velocity as function 
of r 

h — film heat-transfer coefficient [J/sec-m2-K] 

h — dimensionless axial velocity as function of A 

H — dimensionless axial velocity as function of ? 

J — function of A in integral solution of energy equation 

k — thermal conductivity [J/sec-m-K] 

n — number of terms retained in a series 

Nu — Nusselt number [dimensionless] 

p — second constant of integration in integral solution to 
energy equation [dimensionless] 
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p — pressure [g/sec2-m] 

P — dimensionless pressure as function of S 

Pr — Prandtl number [dimensionless] 

r^ — ith indicial root in Frobenius series solution 

r — radial coordinate [m] 

R — radius of finite disk [m] 

Re — Reynolds number [dimensionless] 

t — dimensionless temperature as function of f 

T — temperature [K] 

u — characteristic velocity [m/sec] 

v — velocity [m/sec] 

x *— dummy variable of integration 

z — axial coordinate [m] 

Greek Letters 

y— dimensionless axial coordinate, =APr 

5 — unit tensor [dimensionless] 

X— dimensionless axial coordinate, z/(V/o)l/2 

— dimensionless axial velocity as function of T 

e — angular coordinate [radians] 

6 — dimensionless temperature as function of £ 

A — dimensionless axial coordinate, exp(-cl) 

A — dimensionless viscous dissipation 

y-*— viscosity [g/m-sec] 

V — kinematic viscosity [mVsec] 



^ — fluid density [g/m3] 

0" — dimensionless temperature as function of X 

— viscous-stress tensor [g/sec2-m] 

CO — angular velocity [sec-1] 

Subscripts 

»c> — ambient value or at infinite distance from disk 

w — wall value (at disk surface) 



TWO DIFFERENT NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF STEADY-STATE 
HEAT TRANSFER FROM AN ISOTHERMAL ROTATING DISK 

FOR A FLUID HAVING VARIABLE PROPERTIES 

Introduction 

Many theoretical studies have been made of the 

steady-state laminar flow and temperature fields about an 

infinite, isothermal rotating disk. Chapter 1 of this 

thesis contains a brief review of some of these. The liter

ature shows only two studies (below), both employing 

numerical solutions, in which fluid properties are allowed 

to vary with temperature, and until now none has compared 

experimental measurements of flow and heat transfer with 

those predicted theoretically for the variable-property 

case. Ostrach and Thornton [1], prefatory to giving the 

first exact solution of the motion equations for the rotat

ing disk system, showed that application of the so-called 

Howarth-Dorodnicyn density transformation to the motion and 

energy equations results in recovery of the constant-

property equations of von Karman [2], provided that heat 

capacity is constant, viscosity and thermal conductivity 

vary linearly with absolute temperature, and the fluid is an 

ideal gas. More recently Pollard and Newman [3] have de

rived the von Karman-transformed motion and energy equations 
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for variable fluid properties, showing that in this case too 

the transform reduces this fully three-dimensional system to 

a set of coupled ordinary differential equations if viscous 

dissipation and natural convection are negligible; their de

rivation is not shown. Pollard and Newman were concerned 

neither with the air system nor with transpiration, the 

subjects of the present study. 

In this paper the von Karman-transformed, variable-

property motion and thermal-energy equations of [3] are 

derived, and conditions are given whereby viscous heating 

and variation in density with pressure may be ignored. An 

expansion of the resulting equations in a perturbation para

meter, suggested by the form of the dimensionless fluid-

property laws, is performed to give first- and second-order 

corrections to the constant-property equations. Along with 

the complete unexpanded equations, these are solved numeric

ally for the case of a heated disk in ambient air at 

standard conditions (see below) with varying normal 

injection and suction at the disk surface. Results are 

compared with the constant-property numerical solution of 

Sparrow and Gregg [4] for the general case of transpiration 

and with the experimental study of Cosart [5] for injection. 
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Equations and Boundary Conditions 

Complete Equations 

Motion Equations. The steady-state, variable-

property motion and continuity equations in vector form are, 

respectively, 

£(v.V)v = -Vp - \I-X + fa (1) 

and 

= -fCV'Y) f (2) 

where the shear-stress tensor, is given for a Newtonian 

fluid by 

T = I + (2/3)9-V £] . (3) 

JL is the rate-of-strain tensor and <§ the unit tensor. 

Coordinates are to be cylindrical originating at the disk 

center and aligned with the gravitational acceleration 

vector,az. 

The von Karman transform [2] is applied, but with V 

replaced by its ambient value, and ^ by 

z = X(Vu/oi)1/2 

v r = rwF(X) 

ve = ro)G(p } (4) 

vz = 1/2H(S) 

P = • 

60 is the angular velocity of the disk. Invoking axial 

symmetry, and noting that 

>v = oJ(2F + H»), (5) 
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where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to 

the independant variable X, the equations become: 

continuity: 

?' 2F + H' + —H = 0 (6) 

radial momentum; 

» 

F2 - G2 + HF' - — Fn - -^-F' = 0 (7) 
K* (»+ 

angular momentum: 

1 
2FG + HG' - Y7T"(^Gn +yi/G') = 0 (8) 

axial momentum: 

-fep' + HH' - (2/3) —F' - (4/3)[-y-Hn -
\ 

~^~rr~ (H* - F)] = 1/Fr . (9) 
fH-

Fr is the Froude number, here defined as 

Fr = (^w/gz) (<»/^)1/2. 

For air at standard ambient conditions of 1 atm and 298 K, 

1/Fr = GO-1°5(2300 sec"1,5). 

Since P does not appear in equations (6-8) , if the 

fluid properties are independent of pressure these three 

equations can be solved for F, G and H independent of equa

tion (9), and the pressure distribution becomes somewhat 

incidental to the problem. Further, no matter how large the 

bouyancy in fluid near the disk, as long as the z axis 

coincides with gravity the problem is one-dimensional and so 
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the bouyant fluid (at a particular temperature) must exist 

as a level layer: there can be no free convection. For a 

real disk, edge effects, imprecise leveling, and surface 

imperfections all would combine to produce a significant 

free-convective component of velocity if co were small 

enough. (It has been shown that the magnitude of the dimen-

sionless group, Gr/Re2, indicates the incidence of free 

convection in a real disk system [6]). 

The dimensional velocity and pressure boundary con

ditions, 

z = 0: vr = 0, ve = cor, v2 = vZfW, P = Pw 

z = «* : vr = 0, ve = 0, dvz/dz = 0, 

become under the von Karman transform 

£ = 0: F = 0, G = 1, H=HW, P = PW 

F = 0, G = 0, H1 = 0 or H = -c. 

Hw may be positive, negative or zero, and denotes normal 

fluid suction or injection at the disk surface; c is some 

constant representing the negative of the axial velocity at 

infinity. 

Energy Equation. The steady-state thermal-energy 

equation for an ideal gas is, in vector form, 

Cp(£-V)T = -V'(kVT) + (v-V)p + Jrv-Y. (11) 

Letting 

T = B(P(TW - TJ + T^, (12) 

where Tw is the absolute temperature at the disk surface, 

and substituting from equations (4), there results: 

J (10) 
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HFI' = — (k©n + k'S') + UVyt'° HP1 

pCp(Tw - TJ 

+ — A- (13> 
?Cp(Tw " TJ 

At representing viscous heating terms, is the quantity 

and under the von Karman transform it becomes 

A = -(2/3) (2F + H')2 + 4F2 + 2(H')2 + 

(r2o>/v ) E (G*) 2 + (F*)2] . (14) 

The term in (14) containing the factor r2 arises from off-

diagonal elements of the rate-of-strain tensor and, if large 

enough to be retained, destroys the self-similarity afforded 

by the von Karman transform. 

If the fluid properties are non-dimensionalized as 

follows, 

? - f. f 

cp = cp r 
OQ 

k = kJ5r 

then the energy equation becomes 

H0' - (1/PrJ [l/<$r) (Ken + K1©1) ] = 

(E/Re) [ (l/$r) (HP' + $A)]. (16) cQ 

Pr^ is the ambient Prandtl number, (Cp/</k) . E is the 

Eckert number and Re the Reynolds number; it is shown in Ch. 

1 of the present work that the quantity (E/Re)^ replaces the 

dimensionless group <of(Cp (Tw - T.)) 
06 ot> " 

> (15) 

aO 
"I 



(17) 
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The dimensional boundary conditions on temperature, 

z = 0: T = Tw 

z = : T = T . r 

become under the transform (8): 

1= 0: & = 1 

X=0°: © = 0. 

All terms in (16) are now of order unity, including 

P' (see below). For ambient air, 

(E/Re)^ = [o/(Tw - TJ](1.54 x 10"8 sec-K). 

Thus, (E/Re^is of order 10~8 if the quantity to/(Tw - ) 

is of order unity; over a wide range of rotation rates and 

temperature differences, this quantity is still small, and 

so (E/Re)^ and its coefficient may be dropped from the 

energy equation. P disappears from the energy equation with 

this coefficient, and so if fluid properties are relatively 

independent of pressure changes, solution of equation (9) is 

not required. 

This is indeed so for the properties of thermal 

conductivity, heat capacity and viscosity of air over a wide 

range of pressures. For density, if the quantity 1 - (P -

Pw)/Pw is very close to unity, the fluid may be considered 

incompressible. That (E/Re)^ is very small already suggests 

this to be the case, but some analysis is yet useful: since 

P = P/(fVi^) ' 

then for ambient conditions, 

Pw = (5.6 x 10^ sec""^)/co. 
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From the constant-property axial-momentum equation, which 

may be expected to give a rough indication of the magnitude 

of P: 

HH' + 2P» = P' (18) 

(e dH + 2 fdF = fdP 
u /o 'p 

P - Pw = (1/2) (H - Hw) + 2F 

P - Pw = 0(1). (19) 

("0(1)" signifies "of order l.w) Thus, 

1 - (P - Pw)/Pw = 1 - (O(l)co)/(5.6 x 109 sec-1). (20) 

Equation (20) shows that air density should be 

relatively independent of pressure variations over a broad 

range of 0). Under the restrictions, then, that 

(E/Re) = [wJ/(Tw - T ) ] (1.54 x 10~8 sec-K) « 1 •O W eO 

and 

t>V(5.6 x 109 sec""^-) << 1, 

solution of equation (9) is not necessary and the complete 

system to be solved, after substitution of the dimensionless 

fluid properties, is now 

2F + H' - H§' = 0 (21) 

F2 + F'H - G2 - (1/§) [t?F" +5-'F'] = 0 (22) 

2FG + HG1 - (1/$) [tf"Gn + <?'G" ] = 0 (23) 

H6' - (1/Pr ) l ( l / $ r  )  ( K & n  + K'6-') ] = 0, (24) oQ 

subject to boundary conditions (10) and (17). The equations 

of Pollard and Newman [3] are identical to equations (21-24) 

with the exception that the sign of the right-most term in 
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equation (22) is reported as being positive. Equations (21— 

24) are hereafter referred to as the "complete" equations. 

Once the fluid has been specified, the remaining 

parameters of the system are P^, Hw, and the disk-wall and 

ambient temperatures, which will operate through the proper

ty laws. 

Fluid-Property Laws 

All property laws were formulated to be valid over 

the range 298-400 K for air at 1 atm. Tabular data [7] for 

thermal conductivity was fit by a power law, and heat capac

ity at constant pressure was obtained as a second-degree 

polynomial in T(K) [8]. A viscosity power law was obtained 

using the Chapman-Enskog model, 

yM(g/cm-sec) = 2.6693 x 10""^(MT) , 

where M = 28.97 g/mol, 6~= 3.617 K, and was fit to 

tabular data [9] by a power law to give -Ac<
= 3.9695 

T-0.236291„ Density is from the ideal gas law at latm 

constant pressure. The property laws are: 

k(J/(sec-m-K)) = 1.51695 x 10"4T(K)0*9022 

Cp(J/(mol-K)) = 28.09 + 0.001965T(K) + 

0.4799 x 10"5T(K)2 1^5) 

^(Poise) = 2.76655 x 10~6T(K) 0-736291 

f = fU TjlO/TdO . 

When these are non-dimensionalized with respect to the 
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ambient properties as described by equations (15), and T is 

transformed by equation (12), there results 

T= 1 + + k2@2^2, 

kx = 0.0494098 

k2 = 0.0146442 , 

$ = (i + ©& ) _1 

K = (1 + 6*)k*r k3 = 0.9022, 

12 = (1 + k4 = 0.7363, 

where 

6= (TW/TJ - 1. (27) 

This parameter, €., is used below as a perturbation parameter 

in expanding the variable-property equations. 

Perturbation Expansion 

It is desirable to have a solution to the heat-

transfer and flow problem that can be utilized for a number 

of values of the parameter 6 over the applicable range of 

the property laws. The form of the property laws suggests 

an expansion in €, which is positive and less than 1 for 1 < 

Tw^ An exPansi°n for small €, then, is sought of the 

form 

N = N0 + NX€+ N2e2 + 0(€>3) , (28) 

where N represents F, G, H, F', G', H', ©', F", G" or 6". 

The fluid properties appear only as ratios of each other in 

the differential equations, and by application of the bino

mial expansion theorem these ratios become 
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(29) 

-^-= 1 + (k4 + 1)0€.+ k5e262 + 0(fe3) (30) 

I 

^—= k4e»£+ k 42©'©€2 + 0(fc3) (31) 

= 1 + k^@6.+k70^2 + 0(e3) (32) 

g J- = k36'6 + kg^'G^2 + 0(fc3) , (33) 

where 

k5 = k4(k4 + l)/2 

k6 = k3 + 1 ~ kl 

k? = k3(k3 + l)/2 - k2 - k2k6 

k8 = k3 (k3 - k-L) . 

Expansions (28) for & and &' are substituted into 

equations (29-33); expansions (28) for all of the dependent 

variables and their derivatives are then substituted into 

the differential equations (20-23) along with equations (29-

33). After collecting coefficients of like powers of 6and 

keeping only second-degree and lower terms, the following 

zero-, first- and second-order sets of equations are ob

tained: 

2F0 + V = 0 

p02 + F0'H0 " G02 " F0" = 0 

2F0G0 + BgG e •  - G0" = 0 
S„ f (34) 

H0<V " (1/P"U>V - o 
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2FX + v - e„'H0 = 0 

2P0Pi + P0'Hl + Fi'Hg - 2G0G! 

- (k4 + 1)©0P0° " Pl" " k4®0,p0' - 0 

2P0G! + 2PJG0 + HgG!1 + H-^' 

~ G^" - (k4 + ̂ )^0G0n = 0 

H0V + H^' - (1/P*U) [«!" + *6d0V 

+ k3(V)'] 2i = 0 

(35) 

(36) 

2F2 + H2' - - ®l'H0 + ®0'©0H0 - 0 

Fl2 + 2P0F2 + p0'h2 + pl'Hl + p2'h0 

- Gi2 - 2G0G2 - P2" - (k4 + 1) (€>!?„" 

+e0Pi"> " k5e02V " k4(ei'F0' 

+©0
,Fl') " k4

2<Ve0P0- - 0 

2P0G2 + 2F1G1 + 2P2G0 + H0G2' + HjGJ' 
s2 

+ H2G0' - G2" - (k4 + 1) (^Gg- +000!") 

- k5e0
2G0" - k4(©1'G0' +©0'G1') 

- k4
2©0'^jG0' = 0 

H0©2" + Hi©!' + H2e0' - (l/PrJ I©2" 

+ *6'®0®l" + ®L®0*' + lt7e02®0" 

+ k3(©0,ei' +©i'e0') + k8(e0')^g] = 0 

Two facts may be noted, both of which obtain in general for 

perturbation expansions: the zero-order system is identical 

to the constant-property system obtainable from equations 

(20-23) , and for which analytical solutions exist with Pr^ 

and Hw as parameters [Ch. 1 of this study]; further, both 

higher-order systems are linear in their own variables and 

are independent of higher-order variables. 
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Boundary conditions must be, from conditions (10) 

and (17): 

S G :  £ = 0 :  F G  =  0 ,  G G  = 1 ,  H G  =  H W ,  =  1  

*> i Fg = 0, Gg = 0, 0-0 = 0 

S,: ^ = 0: 

3 = e* 2 

F J  =  G J  =  H 2  =  ^  =  0  

= Gj = ̂ 2. = ® 

S2: ? = 0: F2 - G2 - H2 = ®2 = ® 

^ = o&: F2 = G2 = ®2 = ® • 

(37) 

>  ( 3 8 )  

Asymptotic Forms at Large £ 

At large X, F r Gr ©, F', G', H', and K' 

all approach zero, and H approaches -c. Dropping all terms 

quadratic in the vanishingly small variables at large ]£, 

equations (21-24) become 

2F + H' - c{§'/§) = 0 

-cF' - {W/§)Fn = 0 

-cG' - (W/§S) G" = 0 

-C0' - (l/PrJ[(K/§nen] = 0. 

Substituting expressions (29), (30) and (32) into 

these equations and again dropping terms quadratic in the 

vanishing variables: 

2F + H' + c(e'fe) = 0 

cF' + [1 + (k4 + 1)06 ]Fn = 0 

cG' + [1 + (k4 + l)Ofe ]G" = 0 

c& + (1/Pr^) (1 + k6©e )&" = 0. 

(39) 
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Because for large £, the terms (k4 + 1)©€ and kg 

are very small relative to 1, equations (39) become 

2F + H' + c6' = 0 (40) 

cF» + F" = 0 (41) 

cG* + G" = 0 (42) 

C0» + (1/Pr )Bn = 0. (43) 

Solving, these in the order (41), (42), (43), (40), and 

applying boundary conditions at £=0, there results 

F = Ae~c^ (44) 

G = Be~c^ (45) 

H = -c + (2A /C)E~C^ - 6cDe"Pr" (46) 

© =  D e " P r » ( 4 7 )  

Constants A, B, c and D would be determined by matching to 

an inner solution for small X. 

For £= 0 (i.e., constant properties), equations 

(44-46) become identical to those found by Cochran [10]r and 

equation (47) becomes identical to that found for the 

constant-property energy equation [Ch. 1 of this study]. 

Thus, the variable-property equations behave asymptotically 

like the constant-property equations, excepting that the 

m a g n i t u d e  o f  H  i s  m o d i f i e d  b y  a n  a d d i t i v e  t e r m  w h e n i s  

finite. 

Numerical Solutions 

Both the complete equations and the expanded equa

tions constitute boundary-value problems and hence must be 
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solved either by a finite-difference method or a shooting 

method. The number of equations and the size of the domain 

required to approximate conditions at infinity together 

preclude solution by a finite-difference method, and so a 

shooting technique was chosen. Since from equations (44— 

47), the variables F, G, and & are asymptotically decaying 

functions, during any iteration of shooting the conditions 

at the ultimate shooting point are extremely sensitive to 

slight changes in the initial guesses for F', G' and 0%. A 

multiple shooting technique was therefore employed to keep 

iterated solutions under control until convergence to the 

correct initial values occured. 

Complete Equations 

Solution Method. The complete variable-property equa

tions (21-24) were integrated numerically using a multiple-

shooting routine obtained from IMSL,Inc. [11]. (App. Ill 

contains a listing of the computer program used.) The 

method employs a fifth-order Runge-Kutta (R-K) algorithm and 

uses Newton's method to converge on the correct initial 

values for first derivatives of F, G and 9, given initial 

guesses for values of all dependent variables at a number of 

shooting points interior to and including the boundaries; an 

R-K algorithm is generally preferred to a multi-step method 

when solving exponentially decaying functions. 
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The boundary conditions at infinity were applied in 

the calculations at JT= 22, which was expected to be six-to-

seven times the thickness of the hydrodynamic boundary-layer 

when Hw = 0. Seven interior shooting points were used and 

spaced so as to keep the solution under control where F, G 

and ̂ were falling quickly? it was found that this could be 

accomplished by trial and error simply by spacing interior 

shooting points closer in that region. Points were 

adjusted so that when distal boundary conditions were met to 

within 10~6, F, G and © remained positive; it was found that 

when these became negative (but still very close to zero), 

returned initial values for F', G' and d' were changed in 

the fifth place from their corresponding values in accept

able runs. The R-K method of course required that the 

system be reduced to one of seven first-order differential 

equations in seven variables. 

Benton's series solution [12] to the constant-

property motion equations for the case Hw = 0 was used as an 

initial guess for the velocities at all shooting points, and 

an integral solution to the energy equation [Ch. 1 of this 

study] was used to generate starting values for tempera

tures. The resulting solution for Hw = 0 was found to be 

adequate as a starting guess when Hw was non-zero, and 

solution rarely required more than nine iterations of 

Newton's method. This shooting method was used essentially 

to generate the missing initial values F', G* and £'? a 
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fifth-order R-K algorithm was then used to generate desired 

profiles. (App. V contains a listing of the program used.) 

Adjustable parameters were k-^, k2r k3, k4, 6, Hw and 

Pr^. When 6 is set to zero, the motion equations are 

decoupled from the energy equation, and the constant-

property equations should be recovered. (It must be noted 

that since boundary conditions on ©are fixed at 1 and 0, 

the value of € denotes only the relative closeness of Tw and 

on an absolute scale. Selection of € in no way affects 

boundary conditions.) Once a value of is fixed, the 

property laws (25) fix Pr^ ? here, at 298 K and 1 atm, Pr^ = 

0.71. To approximate the experimental conditions of Cosart 

[3], the wall temperature was chosen as 400 K, and so 6= 

0.342 from equation (27). Although Tw could be varied, the 

range over which the property laws hold required that 6<L 

0.342. 

Boundary conditions for the reduced system of seven 

equations were 

"£=0: F = 0,G=0,H-Hw=0, ©-1 = 0 

£= 22: F* = 0, G' = 0,0' + £ = 0. 

As a result of reducing the system to first-order it was 

necessary to include £ with 0' in the last condition above 

in order to force ©to zero; leaving this out of the con

dition allowed the trivial solution 0= 1 = constant. (£of 

course could have been included instead in one of the other 

distal conditions, with the same effect.) In all runs, 



overall truncation error and boundary tolerances of 10~5 and 

10~®, respectively, were demanded. 

Results. Hw was varied from -2.0 to +2.0 in incre

ments of 0.1 to 0.2. Returned values of F', G' and at e 

= 0 were chosen for comparison with results of other 

studies. With £ set to 0 and P^to 0.7, agreement was 

complete to four figures with the results of Sparrow and 

Gregg's constant-property solution [4] for all values of Hw 

they reported. As a further check, comparison was made with 

the study of Ostrach and Thornton [1]: Ostrach and Thornton 

showed that when viscosity and thermal conductivity laws are 

linear with temperature and heat capacity is constant, ap

plication of the Howarth-Dorodnicyn transform gives the 

expression 

e»(0) =©h'< 0> =  ( 4 8 )  

where the zero subscript denotes the constant-property 

(zero-order) solution, the H subscript denotes the Howarth-

Dorodnicyn transform's correction to the zero-order solu

tion, and absence of a subscript denotes the complete 

variable-property solution. When kj and k^ are set to 1 (to 

give T an exponent of 1 in the thermal-conductivity and 

viscosity laws) and k^ and k2 are set to 0 (to eliminate the 

temperature corrections to the heat capacity), should 

thus be obtained; for all values of Hw tested, equation (48) 

was indeed met to at least four places. Depending on the 
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value of Hw, computation required from 1 to 5 sec of central 

processor time on a CDC Cyber 175 digital computer. 

It has been shown [13] that when the film heat-

transfer coefficient, h, is defined as 

h = —k(dT/^z) 2~0' 

and the Nusselt number, Nu, is defined as 

Nu = h(iVoj) 1//2/k r 

there results 

Nu = -0'(0). (49) 

Table 1 gives Nu and Nu0 for various values of Hw. Nu is 

lower than Nu0 for Hw K 0.9, and greater for Hw J 0.9. Like 

Nug, Nu should approach zero asymptotically for large injec

tion and become very large with large suction; this behavior 

is indeed indicated by the solution. In Figs. 1 and 2, Nu is 

plotted with other solutions against Hw. 

Perturbation Expansion 

Solution Method. The expanded system of twelve 

equations was reduced to a system of twenty-one first-order 

differential equations in twenty-one variables and solved 

using the IMSL multiple shooting routine. (App. IV contains 

a listing of the computer program used.) Although a series 

solution exists for the zero-order system, S0 [Ch. 1 of this 

study], the entire system was left in differential form for 

programming simplicity. Because and S2 are linear, fast 

convergence was expected once S0 was solved. S0 is of 



Table 1: Nu0, NuH, Nuexp and Nu for varying Hw When 

Pr = 0.71 and £= 0.342. 

Hw Nu0 NUH Nuexp[5] Nu 

2.0 0.011025 0.008214 0.040 0.02477 
1.8 0.017731 0.013210 0.049 0.03351 
1.6 0.027534 0.020513 0.060 0.04452 
1.4 0.041347 0.030804 0.073 0.05810 
1.2 0.060148 0.044810 0.089 0.07458 
1.0 0.084920 0.063265 0.109 0.09425 
0.8 0.11658 0.086852 0.132 0.11734 
0.6 0.15595 0.116183 0.162 0.14407 
0.4 0.20367 0.151734 0.197 0.17460 
0.2 0.2602 0.1938 0.240 0.20907 
0.0 0.3259 0.2428 0.293 0.24755 

-0.2 0.4008 0.2986 0.29009 
-0.4 0.4852 0.3615 0.33674 
-0.6 0.5789 0.4313 0.38749 
-0.8 0.6817 0.5079 0.44229 
-1.0 0.7931 0.5909 0.50112 
-1.2 0.9121 0.6795 0.56378 
-1.4 1.0375 0.7729 0.63004 
-1.6 1.1678 0.8700 0.69949 
-1.8 1.3016 0.9697 0.77168 
-2.0 1.4378 1.0712 0.84610 
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course independent of Sj and S2 r  and so as an economy 

measure it was solved alone and its solution then used as 

part of the initial guess for the full expanded system; 

computing time was reduced by about half in this manner. On 

the CDC Cyber 175 digital computer, solution of the full 

system required about 45 sec of central processor time and 

S0 from 1 to 5 sec depending on the magnitude of Hw, the 

smaller and neqative values requiring less time. 

Results. Profiles of Oq , 6^ and for Hw = -If 0 

and +1 are shown in Pigs. 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Letting 

the p subscript denote a value predicted by the perturbed 

system, then from equation (28), 

NUp = Nu0 + 6Muj + €>2Nu2 

= -[O'0(0) +£S1
,(0) +e

2©2'(0)3-

Nu, Nu0 and NUp are plotted against Hw in Pig. 1, along with 

the experimental curve, NueXp, reported by Cosart [5] for 

the injection case; Fig. 2 magnifies these plots for posi

tive Hw. Table 2 shows NUp, along with Nu, NuH, and Nu0, 

for various values of eat Hw = -1, 0 and +1; Table 3 gives 

Q'flr 0'i r G'2' &'r and ©'p at ̂ = 0 for Hw = > 0 and +1* 

Pr was fixed at 0.71 for all solutions shown. 

Discussion 

It is clear from Figs. 1 and 2 that for the untran-

spired disk, both the Howarth-Dorodnicyn density transform 
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Table 2: Nu 0 , Nup, Nu_H and Nu for Varying € and Hw 
When Pr = 0.71 

e Hw Nu0 Nup NuH 

0. -1 0.7931 0.7931 0.7931 

0.1 n n 0. 6 82 9 0.7210 

0.2 " n 0.6098 0.6609 

0.3 n " 0.5738 0.6101 

0.3 42 n n 0.5696 0.5910 

0. 0 0.3259 0.3259 0.3259 

0.1 n n 0.2984 0.2963 

0.2 " n 0.2767 0~2716 

0.3 n n 0.2610 0.2507 

0.342 n n 0.2561 0.2428 

0. +1 0.08492 0.08492 0.08492 

0.1 n n 0.08923 0.07720 

0.2 n n 0.09151 0.07077 

0.3 " " 0.09176 0.06532 

0.342 " " 0.09126 0.06328 
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Nu 

0.7931 

0.5011 

0.3259 

0.2475 

0.08492 

0.09425 
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Table 3: r ei'r ®2,f ^p' and^' at X= 0 for varying Hw 

when Pr = 0.71 and fe= 0.342. 

Hw a0'(0) e1'(0) ©2'(0> ©p'(0) ©'(0) 

-1.0 -0.79305 1.2862 -1.8507 -0.5696 -0.5011 

0.0 -0.32588 0.30467 -0.29460 -0.2561 -0.2475 

1.0 -0.084918 -0.053253 0.10151 -0.09126 -0.09425 



and the perturbation correction approximate Nu very well for 

the temperature range used (where €= 0.342). Percent 

errors relative to Nu are 3.5 and -1.9%, respectively, for 

NuH and NUp. With increasing suction and injection, how

ever, NuH becomes a poorer approximation: above Hw = 0.9, 

Nug drops below Nu, and because from (48), NuH is always 

greater -than Nug when Tw is greater than , then with 

increasing e-and Hw the Howarth-Dorodnicyn correction to Nu0 

must move NuH in the opposite direction from Nu; this is 

more obvious in Table 2. That Nu is quite different from 

NuH for non-zero Hw indicates that for the untranspired disk 

in air, the combined effects on Nu of changes inCp, and 

k with temperature are of the same order as the effect of 

changes in pwith temperature. 

Cosart [5] measured Nu for various injection rates 

and found the results to be correlated well by the expres

sion, 

l°9l0Nuexp = ~0.431Hw - 0.533. 

It is evident from Fig. 2 and Table 1 that Nuexp runs closer 

to Nu0 than to the other solutions over the range 0 1 Hw 1 

0.5, and that for Hw > 0.7, Nuexp is greater than Nu in all 

other solutions and no closer to Nu than is Nu0; thus the 

experimental results would seem a rather poor indication of 

Nu as predicted by the complete variable-property equations. 

However, the fact that Nuexp runs nearly parallel to Nu 

suggests that some constant and additive effect not related 
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to fluid dynamics came into play during experimental runs, 

say for example an inaccuracy in Cosart's estimate of the 

radiant emissivity of the disk surface. Cosart noted that 

when (fw/f*)H
w is used instead of Hw to correlate Nuexp, a 

curve of NueXp plotted against the new variable is closer to 

a curve of Nug vs. Hw. It was suggested that changes in 

fluid properties with temperature might largely account for 

differences between experimental values and those predicted 

in the constant-property case. Table 1 shows, however, that 

this is not so: at Hw = 0, Nuexp differs from Nu by 18%, 

and at Hw = 2 it differs by 61%. 

Since Gr/Re^ was of order 10~4 for all experimental 

runs in [5], it is doubtful that natural convection 

significantly affected Nuexp; deviations from Nu are probab

ly due to the combined effects of surface roughness, 

uncertainties in estimations of radiative emissivities at 

the disk, and wall effects. 

Summary 

Several conclusions may be drawn: 

1) The R-K solution to the complete equations for the 

variable-property system is obtainable for all values of 

blowing and suction tested, and for any value of Pr as long 

as the disparate spatial scales of temperature and veloci

ties are accounted for; the multiple-shooting technique 

offers a convenient mechanism for accomplishing this. 
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Roundoff error could of course become significant as the 

distal boundary is extended. 

2) The Howarth-Dorodnicyn density transform gives a rela

tively poor approximation to Nu for the (air) system used, 

considering that the complete solution can be found for 

virtually the same computational cost; its approximation 

becomes progressively worse with larger values of blowing. 

For the air system, at least, and for the transpired disk, 

the combined effects on Nu of changes in thermal conductivi

ty, viscosity, and heat capacity with temperature are of the 

same order as that produced by changes in ̂  over the tem

perature range examined. 

3) The perturbation solution, NUp, is closer to Nu than is 

NuH for the transpired case, and for the untranspired case 

NUp is still as good an approximation to two figures; while 

expensive to obtain, once a solution is in hand for given 

values of Pr and Hw it may be used to generate velocities 

and temperatures for any small value of the parameter £. 

4) The difference between Nuexp [5] and Nu0 cannot be 

explained solely by changes in fluid properties, since in 

general Nuexp does not fall any closer to Nu than does Nu0. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

c — negative value of H at infinite distance from disk 
[dimensionless] 

Cp — heat capacity at constant pressure [J/g-K] 

E — Eckert number [dimensionless] 

£ — rate-of-strain tensor [sec""1] 

F — dimensionless radial velocity 

Fr — Froude number [dimensionless] 

g — gravitational acceleration [m/sec^] 

G — dimensionless angular component of velocity 

h — film heat-transfer coefficient [J/sec-m-K] 

H — dimensionless axial velocity 

k£ — constants in fluid-property laws 

k — thermal conductivity [J/sec-m-K] 

K — dimensionless thermal conductivity 

Nu — Nusselt number [dimensionless] 

p — pressure [g/sec -m] 

P — dimensionless pressure 

Pr — Prandtl number [dimensionless] 

r — radial coordinate [m] 

Re — disk Reynolds number [dimensionless] 

— ith set of expanded equations 

T — temperature [K] 
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v — velocity [m/sec] 

z — axial coordinate [m] 

Greek Letters 

P — dimensionless heat capacity 

£— unit tensor [dimensionless] 

t — perturbation parameter [dimensionless] 

£ — dimensionless axial coordinate 

© — angular coordinate [radians] 

^ — dimensionless temperature 

Jl — dimensionless viscous dissipation 

yM — viscosity [g/m-sec] 

X> — kinematic viscosity [m^/sec] 

^ — fluid density [g/m^] 

— viscous-stress tensor [g/sec^-m] 

<£ — dimensionless fluid density 

W — dimensionless viscosity 

a) — angular velocity [sec-*] 

Subscripts 

oo — ambient value or at infinite distant from disk 

w — wall value (disk surface) 

0 — constant-property or zero-order value 

1,2 — when attached to S or velocity and temperature, 
value of first and second perturbation expansions 

exp — experimental value 
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p — sum of zero, first- and second-order effects 

H — value of Howarth-Dorodnicyn correction 



APPENDIX I 

Program FROBEN 

·88818 --- -· ·- ·· -P-ROGRAM . f.ROBE~t.INPU.l-.-DUT..P-Ul.UR£5.a.t~P-Yl.-t-.V.f-6.a.rnJT-P-Ul -l -
2 c••••• . 00030 C•••••PROGRA~ FROBEN FINDS TEMP. PROFILES USING FROBENIUS 

00040 C*****SOLUTION. PROGRA~ DISKIN ~UST BE USED TO GENERATE 
. 000 50 _____ C * * ••• VALUES A ( 1) l. .B. I l.) __ AttD . .C . ....tl:_A.ll.f..!L_.C.t_ _ JifJlEJJOll. _B EN TON 1 S 
00060 C*****SERIES SOLUTION TO FLOW. 
00070 DIMENSION A(0:200),8(0:200),CC0:200) 
00080 COMMON A,B,C,PR,CC 
0009..0 __ _____ A ( 0) ~_o..._ 
00100 8(0) • o. 
00110 c••••• 
00120 C*****THREE CONSTANTS DEFINED BELOW DEPEND ON VALUE OF HW; 
00130 C*****THEY CAN BE DETERMINED BY USING PROGRAM DISKIN __ __ _ 
00140 . - · C•••••ANO RETURNING BEFORE HlTiiNG ·suBROUTINE PRANOTL T~E~E. 
00150 8(1) • 3.052612 
001b0 A(l) • 1.753088 
00170 ----·· ·--·- .CC • -~..0.81t.8~.l.5 __ ___ __ - ·-- --- - -- --- - --- - ·· - ----00180 p~ • 3.0 
00190 DO 99 I•2,200 
00200 SUP1A • 0. 
00210 SUP1B • O. _____ _ ------ ·---··- ---- - -· --·-- ------
00220 DO 98 J•l,I-1 
00230 SU~A • SU~A + Ct-2.*J)*A(J)*BC1-J) 
00240 SUP16 • SUMS + ((l-Jl*C2.•I-3.*Jl*BCJ)*Bll-J) + 00250 . .:._. ---· - .u - -. __ IJ .. ~.A(J.J . _ _§ •.il~.)J _ _ __ ;.._ ___ __ ____ _ __ ___ __ _______ _ _ 
002o0 98 CONTINUE 
00270 All) • 1./CI*CI-l.)l*SUMA . 
00280 PCIJ • -1./l2.*J**2*CJ-1.)J*SU~e 
00290 __ . 99 . C.ONTlNUE ____ J. ·- - __ _ . - - - --- --·- -·- -·- - -

00300 
00310 DO 81 IC•l•lO 
00320 CCO) • 1 • 

.. oo.33..0 __ __ __ ..Jl!l _ .9..1 .. J..•..l .. 2D~o _ _ _ 
00340 SUMC • 0. 
00350 00"96 J•l•I . 
00360 C , SUMC • SUMC + CCJ-lt*CJ)*!CI+,R-J) 
0037.0 __ _ . . _____ . . _..SU!11.C __ I!__S_Ufilc._~ __ .B .lJJ~.U-...11~1L ±. . . lJL-=~J.L.l __ _ 
00380 9&- CONTINUE . 
00390 CCI) • -PRICI*CI+PR))*SUP1C 
oo4oo c••••• 0.04 l.O.__c • *! ~ • ..S.ERl.E .S _ .U J: UT. _ Df_E _ _w Ji£1L.!UJi.JilJ~ ..... -l.S-5!U.LL.a. ______ _ 
00420 Jf(A8S(C(I)).LE.l./10**10) GO TO 1 
00430 97 CONTINUE 
00440 1 N • I 
004 50 
004o0 IF(N.EC.20l)N~~OO 
00470 
00480 WRITE(6,601) 

_004 ~ 0 .. ·-- · b Cll . ..f.ORMA! ( ~-l •_..l.L~.L~ 1L.' A.(l.J .. ~_..ux., __ ! 9 «I I ', 15 X ,..!..C..ilJ_!_.....LUX.,_ 
00500 1 1---•,3X,3(12C'-'J'7X),//) . 
00510 DO q5 I•O,N 
OOS20 WRITEC6,602) I,A(l),B(l),C(IJ 
.00530 __ ____ _ 95 . CONTINUE . .. ... ···-· _· _ _ __ . -- ----· _________ _ · - -- --·- -
00540 602 FORMATC1X,J3,3X,3(El2a6,7X)) 
00550 CAll TAUCN) 
oo5oo c••••• 

. _ 0.0.51 0.. __ _ .t...•• ·~- *-'R.._ll ..... lN.CRf.'!.ENJ£0 _ _ - - --~----
00580 -------------- -
00590 
OOoOO 

.. 0.061 0 _________ --- --· .. - - - ·· ··- - ·-· -- ·· -· ---·-· -·- - ---- - - - ·--------
00620 
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ggg~~ ---------------- - --------·-- -- -- ------
00650 P~ • PR + .Z5 
00660 81 CONTINUE 
gg~~g ·- -- -·- ~~g~ __ : _____________________________ ___ __ ___ __ _ 
00690 SUBROUTINE TAUOO oo1oo c••••• 
00 710 u-- _C *-* *~*SUBR.OUliN.f _ _]' A u_E.IND S CO .~ . .Sl All!..S.. _ _tj~l FOR TE MPliU.I.UR~E __ _ 
00720 C*****SERIES. 
00730 DIMENSION A(O:ZOOt,BCO:ZOOJ,C(O:ZOO) 
00740 REAL lAMBDA 
00750 COMMON A, s, c,:PR, CC 
00760 WRITE(6,605) PR 
00770 605 FORMAT( 1 1 1 ,1X, 1 PR • •,F6.3,/,lX,l1('- 1 ),//) 
00780 DENOM • O. 
0079 0 ___ .DO _444 I ~-O,N _____ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ ---- --- - __ -·----- ---------- - -- - - --
00800 OENOM • OENOM +CCI) 
00810 444 CONTINUE · 
00820 
00830 
0084 0 
00850 
00860 
00870 
00880 
00890 
00900 
00910 
0092 0 
00930 
0094 0 

WRITE.(6,606) DENOM _ . . 
606 FORMAT(lX, 1 Al • •,FlO.o,/1) 

WRITE(6,603) . 
603 FORMAT(//,2X, 1 ETA•,sx,•THETA 1 ,11X,•THETA PRIME•,/,zx, 

15 ( •- • 1 ,3x, z n.z .l • -• J .. . ~.xJ, JJJ _____ --- ---··---- - ----- -- - .. ____ ----- __ _____________ _ 

DO 94 I•o,zo 
ETA • 1/ZO. 

. _ _lAMSO.A -•--£.XP.1.C..C •. EJ .u_ ---·--- ·--· . 
SUMl • o. 
SUM2 • O. 

DO 95 J•O,N 
OD 9 50 - . -- -- - - ---- -- .. --- ..S.U!U - ~-S.U.Ml-+--'--U .J *.LA !!SDA * ti.P...R..t...JL ____ _,_.. _ _ _ 
00960 
00970 
00980 
00990 
01000 
01010 
01020 
01030 
01040 

SUM2 • SUMZ + CtJ)*(PR+J)*lAMBOA**J 
95 CONTINUE 

THETA • SUMl/DENOM 
___ _______ THETPR ~ .. tSU!I!Z/DE.NOfi1J ~lCC..*.L.4.~0A _l_ __ _ 

WRITE(6,604)ETA,THETA,THETPR 
94 CONT-INUE 

604 FORMAT(2X,F4.Z,zx,z(El2.6•4X),/) 
RETURN _ - · · -- - -·- -- -~-- -· -·-- - - -- -------·--- --~ - ---- -------· -- ---·-·-- · ---···- . 
END 



APPENDIX II 

Program DISKIN 

___oggu- ___ .P~--D.lSJU.ti1lliPJJ.I....OUJ P '• I, I • P E s. IN P.JJ.J, r • P E b ~_p_..!!._._t_._, ____ _ 
0 20 t••••• . . 
00030 C•••••PROGRAM DISKIN SOLVES FOR TE~PE~ATURE AND -VELOCITY PROGILES 
00040 c•••••FO~ CONSTANT-PRO~ERTY DISK SYSTE~ BY INTEGRAL SOLUTION, 
00050 C•••••WITH PRANDTL NU~BER AND HW AS PARA~ETERS. IMSl RnUTTNE 

- OOObO-- C ••••• Z SPO~i ·1 ·s -: Al-LED .TO- S""Olv·e-sTMULIA-N~ ---sys TE~~OJR "Sl rl'·rfNG ----
00070 C*****CONSTANTS Alt Bl AND C IN BENTON'S SOLUTION TO FLOW. 
00080 C•****IMSL ROUTINE DCADRE IS CALLED IN SUBROUTINE PRANDTL AND 

_ .J)QO~ . .O _ _c_~~~~_!_S.OL V_E_S . O.ff_l tillf_:Ilil.E_GR_•l TO FIND.~___f_..1.C.A1J...f..D~.__ __ 
00100 REAL XC3ttWKC100) · 
00110 Dl~ENSION Al(S0),81(50J~CC(501tHW(5~) 
00120 EXTERNAL FCN 
88t~8 - ----- ~A_TA X/l_ .,~_,z •. 3~,0. _88~1- .. - -- - _ . __ __ _ ___ _ ________ ____ _ __ __ __ _____ _ 

oo150 c••••• 
D0160 C*****Alt 81 AND CC ARE VECTORS CONTAINING A1, Bl AND C FOR ITH 
_00170 __ _ C ~-~*.!!SOL UTl_O~_G.f_tfE.~ _Uf_Q__, . A.S_ .t:HL.l.S. __llt.CREM.N.lf.O_JW~W.Jl!U.S.. _______ . 
00180 HWU) • .1 
001q0 NUHHW • 1 
00200 NU~PR • 12 
00210 HWINC _• el _ ____ _ _ ____ ------~---- ------ --
00220 PRINC • 1 
00230 PR • 1. 
00240 NSIG • 6 

_0025 0.. ----~ - . _3 
00260 ITMAX • ZOO 
00270 PAR • HW(l) 
00280 WRITEC6t601) 

__ 002~0 _. __ b.Ol FORMAT1 1 1 ,_, 7X_, 1.1iW' ,~.z..xt .~..lLX.L!AZ.~..!.C!...l.ZL..!..ftiDR!t!_, _ __ ... 
00300 U/,5Xt5C10C 1 -•),4X),//) 
00310 
00320 DO 96 l•l,NUP4HW 

_D033~ ---------------------------------------------~--------------00340 
00350 C*****I"Sl ROUTINE ZSPOW IS CALlED. 
00360 CALl ZSPOWCFCN,NSIG,N,IT"AX,PAR,X,FNO~"'WK,IER) 

·-· 881~8- - - ·-c ·••••••rrrr-ts ·Al, xrzl--Is ·-al-;xl3Jts~c-
oo39o 
00400 A1Cl) • Xfl) 

__ 00410 _ ____ ___ __ 811 U_• _ XC Zl --- -------
00420 CCCII • X(3) 
00430 H~CI) • PAR 

-----:~----------

00~40 WRITE(6,60Z) HW(l),Al(I),Bl(I),CCCI),FNOR~ 
0045 0 __ 60.Z .E.Oit~A_lC 5 ~, F lO.t _ b_,~ x, ~l O._b,!t _~ E.lO._t,,_~X ,.£l.Q_._ _6u_~ ,_fl2. 6, I J ___ __ _ _ 
00460 
00470 PAR • PA~ + HWINC 
00~80 9b CONTINUE 

--gg~~g - t ·•···-· ·BtiOWCAtf!f£- OPflttEl>OF- O"Nrv ·Fxl_M_fNING HW -DEPENtfA~CE .,- ----
00510 CALL PRANOTLCA1,Bl,CC,HW,NU~PR,PRINC,PR,NU"HW) 
005ZO END 

_00530__ __ _ .S..UBROUll.Nf__ftJiC.X..f.,N..t.llll__ --------
0054 o c••••• 
00550 C•••••FCN IS CALLED BY ZSPOW, AND CONTAINS RECURSION FORMULAE 
00560 C*****FOR VELOCITIES H AND G • 

..--0.0 5J. O _____ REAJ..._lj li.L..Ultl.,n RJ.1.1,Al.Z.A.OhllUQ.Q._.___~-----
00580 

:- 00590 4(1) • X(l, -
00600 BClJ • X(Z) 

- gg~~g - ---- ---- -----···· -- -- ------ -- -· ___ __: ---------- ---- ------------- --- -
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0063.0 __________ _;_ OCL 9.9 .1~2,.2o_o___ _ ___ -------
00640 SUMA • O. 
00650 SUMB • .0. 
00660 DO 98 J•l,I-1 
gg~~ g --·----· --· · --·- - ---- --~~~: -- ~- -~~~~----:---+l-r!-jrt :-;-~! t-l¥.-lJ;i~T:rl•aTr-:-.n--.·--·-------
00690 U 4.*l(J) * ACl-J)) 
00700 98 CONTINUE 
g~t~g ---- ---- ·· · - --- -:·II :~--:1 ~ff~ ·~lJ-l;Wc~-[!rr•-w"s 
00730 99 CONTINUE 
00740 
00750 
00760 
00770 
00780 
00790 
00800 
00810 
00820 
00830 
00840 
00850 
00860 
00870 
00880 
00890 
00900 
00910 
00920 
00930 
00940 
00950 
00960 
00970 
00960 
00990 
01000 
01010 
01020 
01030 . 
01040 
01050 
01060 
0107 0 . 
0108 0 
01090 
01100 
01110 __ _ 
0112 0 

SUMZ • 0. 
SUMA • 0 • -
SUMB • 0. 

_____ oo 97 IL .. • _l_,l.oo _____ --·-------------~-------- _ _____________ ... 
SUMB • SUMS + BCII) 
SUMZ • SUMZ + II*Bl!IJ 

.SUMA • SUMA + A( 11) 
97 CONTINUE 

FCl) • -X(3) - PARC1) + X(3l*SUMB 
f(2) • SUMZ 
Fl3l -- ~ - ~1 .. . ~----X!3J*t2*.S1H1~--- -------- --- -- ------- ·· ·-- ·-·- - -------- ---- ·- --
RETURN 
END . 

.. SUB R.OU .T l .N.E .. _p R A~ D.T lJ A 1, B_l.J C..C.,_H.V..JltUJ1.P R, . f.Rlftl:_,_p~,JW!\tHU_ . _ ·---- -
C***** 
C*****PRANDTl FINDS INTEGRATION CONSTANT , FROM INTEGRAL 
C*****COLUTION.CP IS CAllED B"Cl" HE~E.) 

·- - 5~~~~~5N.F •no z2oor;ssco: zoo""""",-.-. --
DIMENsioN AlC50),BlC50),CCC50),~W(50) 
~. EAL NU 

.. COMMON PR_NLD_B'C-'-~-- - ------ ----- - - - - --- ---- ·-- ___ --· --------
W R I T E ( f> ., 6 0 4 ) 

604 FORMATl 1 1 1 ,1X,'Cl IS I~TEGRATION CONSTA NT, AND CC IS •, 
1 1 H AT INFI.NII.Y. 1.,///_) - - --------- ----- ----- - ·- ·- - -- _ ..... . 
·WRITECb,603) . 

603 FORMATcex,•Hw•,lzx,•PR•,lzx,•cc•,tzx,•cl•,tzx,•su~·, 
112x,•nu•,/,5X,6(10( 1 - 1 ),4X),//) 

AERR ~-- 0 ........ _____ _ - ---·· - ·--·- · 
RERR • 0.00001 
AACO) • O. 
88(0) • o. 

... PRN • __ P.R .. _ __ _ ____ -- - - ------ _ __ ____ _____ --- --- ··----··---- ----·---- --

01130 DO 89 IHW • ltNUMHW 
01140 
0115 0 -·· -- -- .... _ .. 88.{ 1) _IL..B..l11 H.W.). _ - ----------- -- - ---- - - -01160 AA(l) • A1(IHW) 
01170 C • CCCIHW) 
01180 Do 99 I•z,zoo 
01190 - - - --- --· - ___ .$UMAA __ • ___ o..._ __ _ _ ____ _ 
01200 SUMBB • O. 
01210 DO 98 J•l,I-1 
01220 SU~4A • SUMAA + CI-2.*Jl*AA(J)*BBC1-J) 
01230 SUMBB = SUMBB + ((J-J)*(~.•I-3.*J)*B B (J)*B8CI-Jl + __ 
01240 U 4.•AA(J) * .AA(l-J)) 
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---8ffi 8 - --~- - _9_B_. -·- -~~ ~ l-f'~ ~£r~- -; rtn·r:;::r~r; •st:HfAA-- --- --·-- ----- -----· ·-
01270 BBCIJ • -1.1C2.*J**2*CJ-1.t)*SUM88 
01280 99 CONTINUE 
01290 01300 . . -· - · - SUM -.---o~------ --------·- · ---- -------- ----------·-----

01310 DO 97 1•1,200 
01320 SUM • SUM + 88(1)/1 

-8l~~ -8 --- - -------IF-CAlrSl"S-BTTl7rr.-rt.TT ;-ifO.**Z())) THEN 
01350 . 
01360 
01370 
013 80 
01390 
01400 
01410 

N • I 
GO TO 17 

END IF 
97 CONTINUE 

- 01420" ··-c••••··-·--- -- ------ - ----- ----·-- ·-----------:------ ----~ ----- --·-
0143 0 
01440 
01450 
01460 
01470 
0148 0 
01490 
01500 
01510 
01520 

c•••••A AND B A~E INTEGRATION ENDPOINTS FOR DCAD~E, AND 
C*****ARE NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH A(l) AND 8(1). . 

17 A • O. -
-~ B • 1·. w • • • - ~ • - - ~ 

DO 96 II•1,NUMPR 

·· 81§~8 - ... 
01550 
01560 
01570 

· 015 eo 
01590 
01600 
01610 
01620 
01630 
01640 
01650 
01660 
01670 
0168 0 
01690 
01700 
01710 

P~N • PRN - NUMP~*PRINC 

89 CONTINUE ·- · - . 

SUMF ··· -· ·o. --
01720 DO 98 I•l,N . 

--~- ------ .•. 

01730 . __ ·-- - ___ _ ___ . S .U.MF~_S .. UM. L ..± .J.B.B.C IJJ~J U~~. tl./.f.RNL. ____ _____ ___ __ ------
01740 
01750 
01760 
01770 
01780 

IFCABSC88CIJ/I).LE.<1.110.**10)) GO TO 17 

_ 98 CONTINUE 

01790 17 F • EXPC-PRN*SUMF) 
01 BOO 

_0181 O __ C_*_! !.*_*BEL 0 W.. ... W~l J .E __ CAtL_.B_.E____DMli .. I..E.O..J....J..L.I...S__KfllEll_LD..l.A£PillS.ll~ - -- ·---
01820 C WRITE(6,601)X,F . · . · 
01830 C 601 FORMAT(1X•'********** X • ''El6.10''**** F • '•El6.10) 
01840 c••••• 
0185 0 
01860 END 



APPENDIX III 

Program DISK7 

g~ 8-- -_ _ _p_~_p~~l .~ _pj~!<_l_C_.!~_lJ_!_~_QY T PU!.1.T~~_F""""~-· INPUT, TAPE 6 •OJ.IT P U_l_). ____ _ 

o3o c••••• 
040 C*****PROGRAM FINDIV FINDS THE INITIAL VALUES OF A SYSTE~ OF 
050 C•••••BOU~DARY-VALUED DOES. FINDlV CALLS l~Sl Ll6QAPY P~OGRAM 
0~0 - ----c~*~**o-T1tTB ;-----w~!-cl-l-£-1't·~·t1rr-s--T"'tf-~T~ttLJ-n-f · P'l UtTI Pl E S HCOT JNG TO 
070 C*****PERFO~M ITEQATIONS CO~VE~GING ON THE CORRECT INITIAL 
080 C*****VALUES. THF DO~AIN IS ~ROKEN INTO SEGMENTS, OVER EACH 
090 C*****Of ~HIC~ INT~GRATION IS PERFORMED WITH A fiFTH-ORDER PUNGE-
1-o-o- -- -- -~-.~...--n~tTTl~ ""At·Gn~ rnnr; --nw ""tUln~:n-vn:uc-m: o EP Etro"INIVl171-ann----· 
110 C*****Al TrlE STA~TING POINT ~F EACH SEGMENT ARE USED IN 
120 C*****EACH SEGME~T, PATHER THA~ ·INTEGRATING CONTINUOUSLY ACROSS 
130 C*****SEGME~T BJU~DARIES. STARTING VECTORS OF OEPENO~NT VARl!BLfS 
14 C - c~*"**.-F OR · Etc-. --"$14-r'!J TIN G PO I!'H - -. R E- ~ E~U l~ EO -ro--CU,.,M£ Ntf .. THE 1tttN ~ -- - - - - -
1~0 C***~*INSTRUCTIDNS AND DOCUMENTATION FOR ROUTINE OTPTB ARE MAINTAI~ED 
leC C*•***AT THE UNIVE~SITY COMPUTING CE~TER. 
170 E~TER~AL ~C~I,FCNJ,FCN3 
113 0 - · - R EAl---v!JRK1""2000riX f9J .iYl7-;111 ·------ --
19C CHA~ACTEQ*3 YCHA~C21) 
200 fEAL Kl,~Z,K3,K4 
210 COMr.ON/C/Kl,K2,K3tK4 
2 2 0 · cr:M~u~73 f D~, 1-i'-' .iCP~ -,-..,.~s~ETT-------'-----
230 
240 
250 c••••• 
2 60 - - t"**"** *1< "1: ON~TA ~IT -Al<F- "P"UVFR".;.l "A"V ""TJl)"OfiTNTI-""FlJlf "TDJTD-f)~1Jl'OTTIS ,-- -·- -·-
270 C**•**COE~FlCIE~TS IN POWER-SERIES EXPANSIONS OF PROPf~TY 
280 C*****~ATlOS (E.G., K'ICP•PHl)t'AND IN POWER-SERIES EXPRESSION 
290 C*****FOR Dl~ENSIONLESS HEAT CAPACITY. THESE EXPRESSIONS ARE 
30C t••--••DfR"lVED l~ · r-cuATI1JN~SYSTF~LlTI:-tJKFlilT!lJN. - ---- ----
310 
320 
330 
3"4-u ·--
350 
360 
370 
3-ao· -

kl • 0.04940978692 
k2 • c.ol464415496 - - -- -"'k--:3 -.- ·;--qoZT ___ ____ ::::....... _______________________ _ 

kit •• 7363 c••••• . 
C_!*_ ~!*.__U~f-~ q~S T A N!_S_ BE_l_Q~f Q~_!fOWAR TH-~ QRO~ t!IJ:_..:...YN:.:__:S::.:D::.:l:...U:::...T.:....:I:..:D::..:.N..:...•:....,._ 

3~0 C Kl • O. 
400 C K2 • O. 
410 c ~3 • }. 
~-z u - - : ---- ·- ··n --.. - T. --·- - ---- - ·- -- - -- ----
43C 
440 
4 5 0 
460 
47C 
480 
490 
"300 " 
510 
520 

C****• 
C $ * * ** P P IS P R t.!>.J 0 T L NUMBER, ti_ W. __ IS- -~-~~ ~-'_ V ~L _UJ: _ _Q~ __ ___ti~_ ~__!S 1 ~- --- - _ __ _ _ _ 
: • ~ ~ • 4 T \J I T 0 - 1 • . - ---- - --

p ~ • • 71 
HI- • .5 
tPS • .342 - - ··:- w-•· T - - - · - - - - ·--·· - - - -- ·-- --
lY • 7 

530 XA •0. s-t.o --- --xe ··-,r.--- ·-------- --- - ----- ------- ------ --------- --
550 NITER • 9 
5b0 ~AX • -9 
570 IER • 0 -,so - -- - --- -nTOt·---.- o-;uuo1 
'590 . STOL • 0.00001 
bOO D~T~ YCI-iA~/ 1 Y 1 1 ~ 1 Y 2 1 t 1 Y 3 1 t 1 Y 4 1 , 1 Y 5 1 , 1 Y 6'•'Y 7l, 
610 l'Y a•,•Y Q 1 , 1 Yl0 1 , 1 Yll 1 •'fl2 1 t 1 Yl3 1 t 1 Yl4'•'Yl5'' 
620 - -- -- -·- - 2"'"Y1 f•'; 'Y1r' ,-.Y18 t, 'Yl11':. "'T20"', "'T21-t 1-: - --- -- - - -- -- -

77 



78 

8~~~ - ---e-n-~* -. --------------------- --
0650 C*•***vECTOR X CONTAINS SHOOTING POINTS. 
0660 C C~TA XIQ.,0.5,1.,2.,4.,10.,14.,18.,22.1 
0670 O~TA ~lo.,o.5,1.,2.,4.,6.,8.,14.,22./ 0660 ---- . - ... - - . ---- .. - --· ·--- -- --- -- - -- -- -----:- - ... --:·--------------- ------- -
0690 c••••• · · 
0700 C*****Y MATRIX IS INITIAL GUESS FOR SHOOTING VALUES. 
0710 DC 910 l•l,N 
072-o·------------~ FlDT'5;"5CTI\YTTIJTir-11TI'B"'STPflTIT 
0730 910 CONTINUE 
0740 501 FORMAT(l}X,QE12.5) 
0750 
0760 
0770 
0780 
0790 
0 8 00 
0810 
oezo 
0 8 30 
OE4 0 
0 850 
CR6 Q 
0 870 
Oc-:9 0 
oe qo 
09JO 
091 c 
0920 
0930 
0940 
09'50 
0960 -
0970 
098C 
0990 
100C 
101C 
102 0 

C***** -· 
C•••**DC LOOP 555 d~LOw IS TO I~CREME~T HW 
C***** 

fiR I TE ( 6, oO ll __ __ --- ---- . -------- --- ... ·- --- .. -----
601 FO~MATC'1','1NITIAL GUESSES FO~ VARIABLES',///} 

~~ITE(o,602)(X(l),!•1,IABSC~AX)) 
602 FOR,.iATC40X, 1 ETA VALUES' ,/,40X__,l0!'-'JJ//, 111X, 1C(F8.1, ·4.X1l -- - -· - -- --- -- -- - -- - - --- - - --- --

\III'ITE(6,650) 
650 FORMAl(llX,l0(11( 1 -•),lX),//t 
- . - -- DTI~rr-· I •1, N ·- --- --~--

wRITE(6,603) YCHAR(J),(Y(J,J),J•l,IABS(MAX)) 
911 CONTINU~ 

6 0 3 . _F Q R_ ~ A_"! ( 3 X, A 3, 5 x' l __ QJ..tl!..!.~2_LXJL1_L~----------------·--- -------------
C***** 
C•*•*~lMSL ROUTINE DTPTB IS CALLED TO PERFO~M "ULTIPLE SHOOTING. 

103 0 ~RITEC6,604) 
10 4 0 6 0 4 F GR,.. AT C • 1' ,-• VA. [UF.'S a FTr r · NINE .. 'Nt\TrrTNS -TTE ~AT 1 O~'S', ·n n ·· ---· 
105 C \o.PITE(6,602)(X{!),I=l,IABSP1AX)l . 
106 0 \rJ~lTE(6t650) 
107C DC 012 I=l,N 
1 ·0 i3 0 - WR1TE ( 6, ·oo 3 l YC H AR-tn·;-rr-rr-; "JTI--:JaTJjABSTlfA"XT r · - - -- --·- ------ ---
lOqo 912 CONTINU~ 
1100 wFITE(6,6)6) IER 
1110 606 FQRrAT(///,1X,•IE~ : •,!5) 
1T?O _ ___ -- - -- -~--,; ITFlE; 607T1H"'l.f'BT.Ol-------- ----------------------~- -·- - -
1130 607 FGR~AT(I//,}X,•DTOL • •,Fl0.8,//,1X, 1 BTOL • · •,F10.8) . 
1140 
1150 ~RITE(6,608)P~,HW,EPS 
I 16 0 ---- ---- 6 0 B ·r-R-M'! TIT771TT",- T1ll<-- .---r;FTO-;s·;n-;--rr,-rRIJ • ' , F 1 0~ -,7 r;'l x;-rn,~·- .--r; T 
1170 110.5) 
1180 
1190 DO 91 !•1,7 
12 o o -- - --------·-w"RJTE r5·;"'67ZTr.TTTirr·-
1ZlO ( 

--- ------ -
1220 ql CONTINUE . 
1230 622 FORMAT(5Xti1,l(El8.12,•,•)) 1240 .. .. - - ----· -- - - ----- ---· -- -----------· --- - -- - ----- ·- ---- ------·- --- -- ----- --- ----
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-~fi~8 -----fri!ri~~- -r"5 - n~~~f~NTEV. -;-; · -----~-- -- - - --- - -- --- -- -- - ---- - - ----- ----
01270 H~ • HW + .1 
012 8 0 Y ( 3' 1 ) a H ~ 
01290 555 CONTINUE -el300 - --- -- --· ---- - - -- -- -- - - ----- -- - ------------------ ----------· - ·-
01310 STOP 
01320 END 
01330 SUBROUTINE FCNJ(N,x,y,pQ) 

-or-3"4--o--~-.-.. --------
01350 C*****SUBROUTINE FCNJ IS CALLED 8Y OTPTB TO DEFINE ELE~ENTS OF 
013~0 C*****JACOBIAN MATRIX FOR SYSTEM BEING SOLVED. PO(l,J) IS 
01370 C*****PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION fOR ¥(I) 

·01380 - C**"*"**wiTH RfSPEC·T-- To t}fP£N~A~T--v -~ ·t ·A ·e-u:- ~.- --- - - - --- - ----·-· -- ·- ---· 
01390 
01400 
Gl41 0 

----rn-~ 2 0 .- -· 
01430 
01440 
014 50 
01460 
014 70 
014'i0 
01490 

--o1soc --
01510 
01520 
01530 

-- ~** * ··- . . ·- ·-----·-- - ~-- ----.. ·-------- -- --- --·- . •· ___ ... __ . ·-·-·- - ·-----·-- ·-· -- -~ ·- -·-· 
C*****~~ttR~U~C~f~~;E~~FlNEO FOR CONVENIENCE, BELOIJ ••• 

FACTRl • FACTR2 + 1. 
----- --- "!TPR~· -: - ~FP .. S*Ytn-TFICna-·-~----------- -- -· -- --

tETA • 1.1FACTR1**lK4 + 1.) 
GAMMA • K4*YC7)*EPS*FACTP1**~4 

·-c1 ?4-o - - -- -- · 0 E L T ~- _= _ LG __ _! __ 1<t!_~ ef !~-~___!__K_~_~_f _A~_l~2_!_!1_ l I_£!_~ T ~ 1-~ -~J ~-~-- -~-~-·- )_ _ 
01 5 ~0 
01560 ALPHA7 • -EPS/FACTRl 
01570 ALPHA4 • Y(7)*(EPS/fACTRll**2 

-oTs-s--o ---- -- - --- .-s-rrA·z.- i:-- ;;-t"Klt-.--r;l--.FP""S 7FAC T~ l*Vfl{lt + 2. J 
01590 GAMMA? • K4*EPS*FACTRl**K4 , . 
01600 GAMMA4 • (K4*EPSI**2*Y(7)*FACTRl**lK4 _- 1.) 
01610 OfLTA4 a CFACTRl*EPS*lKl + 2.*K2*FACTR2) -

· 1)1 t> 2o · · -- ----- 1 - · - -· · '1(3--,.,- 1 .-1 :*t:I'S*tt;-~~~-c-i1rZ"',.--1\Z...-,:-arrl<Z••z J, 1 
01630 2 FACTR1**(K3 + 2.) 
0164 0 
01650 C***** 

- Olo-s·o--- ---- C•**'*"*ITROES AREL.1Jl"''EO IN10 JACOB lA~. 
0167C DO 1 1•1,7 
01680 DfJ 2 J=l,7 
Cl690 PlJ<I,Jl = O. 

·o1 70 0 - -·-z- - - fn-t\T I NL1~ 
01710 1 CQNTINU~ 
Cl7 2 0 
01730 P0(1,5) = 1. -ol74 o - -- - - --- -p[jt2 ,---c-r -··- r;----· --- -- ---- --· 
01750 P0(4,7) • 1. 
01760 P0(3,1) • -2. 
01770 P0(3,3) • -ALPHA -·o 1 7o o·-- - - · t:n 1 ~ -,-rl- = -- z -;-."B·rro-r-r1.1 ___ _ 
01790 PC(5,2) = -2.*BfTA*Y(2) 
01800 P0(5,3) a BETA*Y(5) 
01810 P0(5,4) • BETA•(-Y(5)*GAM~A4) + (Y(l}**2 + Y(5)*Y(3)-

- -olo2-o-- -------y-· ·-- ------nn ·.-•-z- -- ;.;.- "-GA~"'A-.TT'5'1'1*BE f Alt ----- - - - - -- - -------- --
01930 P0(5,5) a BETA*(Y(3) - GA~MAJ 
01840 P0(5,7) • BETA*C-Y(5.*GAMMA7) 
018 50 

i)l -e·6o- ----- - --- ---·--po-t6· ,- -r,_-.- -g ·t!A"'*7~Z1 



80 

1870 PD(6,2) = BETA*2•*Y(l) 
111 s-o-------- - nn-o-,"-3 r -z·-·ael"T•Tr·""lt. :-r-:~~---------. - - -----------
1~~0 PD(6,4) • BETA*(-Y(6l*GAMMA4) + (2.*Y(l)*Y(21 + 
1900 1 · YC3l*YC6) - GAMMA*Y(b))*BETA4 . 
1910 P0(6,6) • BfTA*(Y(3) -GAMMA) 
l92 0 ·- -· - ·-- - -·---~ti ;- 71 -~- -'£ t-IA'*t='Y\o-r-.~·•fii.,....A ...,.7~) --
1930 
1940 P0(7,3) = Y(7)*PR*DELTA 
1950 PDC7,4) • Y(7)*(Y(3l*PR*DELTA4 + K3*EPS**2*YC7l!FACTR1**2) 
l"'9oo .. - -------,-rn;;-r1·--.-y m~n-.nn:Ta - z.·~~-TT7TTFACTR 
1970 RETURN 
1980 Et-:0 
1990 . SUBROUTINE FCNJ(N,x,y,ypRJ"E) 2 c 0 0 .. - ""C'* .......... -- - . _ .. - ·- _ .. , - .. ·- --· ·-- -.------------ - - - -
2010 C*****SuBROUTINE FCNI IS CALLED BY DTPTB TO EVALUATE DERIVATIVES 
2020 C~****OF SYSTEM VA~IABLES. SYSTEM MUST BE ENTIRELY FIRST-ORDEP. 
2030 . 
2040 - · - ... - - T<EAL'!{11'R:ZiK3-,lCli __ _ ------~--

2050 COMMON/C/Kl,K2,K3,K4 
2060 ~fAL Y(N),YPRlME(N) 
2070 
20'3 0 

·2 09 0 
i2l 00 
•211 0 
1212 0 
1213 0 
•2140 
1215 0 
1'2160 
2170 
21 30 YPRI~f(l) • Y(5) 
21~0 YPRIMEC2) • Y(6) 
22 oo --- - ··-··- ·ypJ<TMf r4·1-.--m, ·------·-
2210 YPRIME(3) • -2.*Y(l) - Y(3)*Al~HA 
2220 YPRIME(5) • BETA*(Y(ll**2 • Y(5)*Y(3) - Y(2l**2 - GAMM.*Y(5)) 
2230 YPRIME(b) ~ BETA*(2.*Yll)*Y(2) + Yf3)*Yt61- GAMMA*Y(6)) 
2T4·o - ----· --- ·- ·n'RT~ff71-• 'Tt7T*1Y·n J*PR*OEL I A -IO'*EPS*l (I J I FlC I Rl J 
2250 PETURN 
2260 END 
2270 SU9ROUTINE FCNB(N,YA,YB,F) 
2"2'8'0 -···-c······---- - ----... ------------ ~--...-----------
2290 (*****SUBROUTIN E FCNB !S CALLED 9Y OTPTB TO EXPRESS 80UNOARY 
23) 0 C ****~CONOITTJ N S F O ~ SYST E ~. DTPTB TRIES TO FORCE 
2310 C***••All ELE~ENTS JF VECTGR F TO ZERO BY ADJUSTING INITIAL 
2 3 2 0 .. , . 'C * * * • ·~ VA LOf"S. . .. y· A C I 1- 1 S VA lUF\Jf - TTTI ·-z.T- !'T14 RTT~1;1"UTNI.- A No-----
2 3 3 0 C * • * * * Y B C I ) I S VA l ·U E 0 F Y ( I ) AT END P 0 I NT. 
2340 C*****CTHlSE ARE THE DESIRED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.) PARAMETER 
2350 C***** bTOL, SET BY USEP IN MAINLINE, SPECIF,IES HQW CLOSELY 
2360 ·-C****.*THESE- l:QNDTTIDN'S ARF"'MFT;·--· -~---- -- .. - -- .. 
2370 
2390 
23 Q 0 

~~AL YA(N)iYB(N)~f(N) 

21t'O 0 ·-- ---- .. -- ·-· -cn~1m N"T9711R "iRV'i~'P"S; 'N'SFr--
2410 F(l) K Y~(l) 
2420 f(2) • YA(2) - 1. 
2430 f(3) K YA(3) -,HW 
-z?t·ltO· ----- --,=\41 -- • nl-n · -~~-;---

2450 F(5) • Y8(5) 
2460 FHd • Y8(6) 
2470 f(7) • YB(7) + YB(4) z·413 o·- - ----·---- ·-·-- - ---- ----

~----------------

.': .... 

~~6·8 -·----- ----i~~U ~. ~ .. ----------·----------~---r------- - --



APPENDIX IV 

Program DISK21 

-~£8~ 8 ______ PP QG _~_A ~ _QJ_S~_Z..l J ~~J~P UT 'I 6 P~ .!'!1..1 .~-- J.J. ~.E.b.•_flllT .P.UU ___ _ _ 
ooo3o c••••• · 
00040 C*****PROGQAM FINOIV FI~ns THE INITIAL VALUES 0~ A SYSTE~ D~ 
OOC5C C*****BGUNOARY-VAlUEO DOES. -FINDIV ~AllS IMSL LIBRAPY P~OGRA~ 
0006 0 · -- "C***"**D T'P TB ,-· II"H! ~ -t:MOtfJY s---rt-tE - ~tf"HW - ur !'lot T1~tt' """SHOUT I N'G ·10 - ·- -- --
00070 C*****PERFO~~ ITERATlONS CONVERGING ON THE CORRECT I~JTIAl 
000~0 C*****VALUES. THE DOMAIN IS BROKEN INTO SEGMENTS, OVER EACH 
00090 C*****Of ~HICH INTEGRATION IS PERFORMED WITH A FIFTH-ORDER RU~G~-
"001 a-o --·--t•••••ltt1ll ·-- ~t ~!TM~;-"!l1£--cu~FNI-v-lrut--m=-DE1'"ElWlNT--vA~I"l~ lTI - -- ---
CCllO C*****AT THE STARTING POINT OF EACH SEGMENT ARE USED IN · 
OC120 C*****EACH 5EGMENT, RATHER THAN INTEGRATING CONTI~UOUSLY ACROSS 
00130 C*****SEG~ENT 8QUNOARIES. STARTING VECTQRS OF DEPENDANT VARIABLES 
00140 C*****f=CP "f~CI-1 ~HOOTING ·"POINT a~E · RH>UlREO -ro ·col-1?-IENCE T'HE RU~. · 
OC150 C•••••l~STRUCT18~S AND 'OOCU~ENTATION FOR ROUTINE OTPTB ARE MAINTAI~ED 
0Cl60 C*****AT THE UNIVFRSITY CQ~PUTI~G CE~TER. 
OC170 EXTERNAL FCNI,FCNJ,FCNB 

··oo1~o ----c••**• ------- ----- ·---- ----- -- - ---- -- -- ·- ·· 
00190 C*****TCP STAT~MENT OF Two · sELOw IS USED IF SOLVING C-ORDER 
00200 C•*•**SYST£~, 30TTQM IF SOLVI~G ~Ull PERTURBED SYSTEM. 
00210 REAL WO~K(2000),X(9),Y(7,Q) 
CCZZO C -- -REAL IIO~KC"l2000l;X(9),yt-zr;-~1 ---; 
OC230 
OOZ~C CHA~ACTER*3 YCHAP(21) 
C0250 CO~MJ~/~IP~,HW,EPS,NS=T 00 2 o o-. . ---- ---- -·-r E 81 "K"'") ·, -1<-lt I k5 , -J(6 ;·'k(,1(8 _____ _ 
OC270 COMMDN/C/~3,K4,K5,K6,K7,K8 
002 8 0 
CC290 C*•*** 
CC3 00 - C *****K ~ONSTA~ "ARt .,-uwn.;..Tlll - EX"Ptm"FNTSt=""'TR -FlUID " l'RU"~Tlt"S ;- ·- -
00310 C•••••COEFFICIENTS IN POWE~-SE~IES EXPANSIONS OF P~OPfRTY 
00320 C*****RATIOS (f.G., K 1 /CP*P~l), AND IN POWE~-Sf~lES EXPRESSION 
C·C33C C••***FOR DlMENSIQNLESS HEAT CAPACITY. THESE EXPRESSIONS ARE 

-uG37iC -- - ~·• •••DERIVFD-~·w· FCUA I I 0N-Sl'STF11--lrDCUP1ENliUW.·- - ----- - -- --.- ·-···--------
00350 
OC360 
00370 
0038Q 
OG39C 
004 ')( 

t( 3 • • 90 2 2 
t<4 •• 7363 
lr5 -;e3921lHUt5 
Kt- • 1.95~790213 
K7 • c.75l~922954 
~E a C.7t93F73303 

-- - ·--- - -- --

00410 
004"2 0 -
00430 
00440 
00450 
004~0 - -

c••••• ·--- ---- ---- --- -- ·- ---·- ·- .. . ·- -- -
(*****IF NSFT • z, FULl 21-EOUATION SYSTE~ 15 SOLVED. I~ • o, 
C•••••THEN ONLY JHf ZERO-O~O~R EQUATION SYSTE~ IS SOLVED. 

00470 
004'30 
00490 

~Sf T --. -o -- - · -- --- - -- ·--
PR • 2 • 
H\. • C.O 
Y(3,1) • HIJ 

---- -- - ----------- - - -- - --- - -

·-oo,oc ·· - ----- E'PS - . -·u ·~ - ~"lt"Z------.-----

00510 
00520 JF(NSET.EQ.Q) THFN 
00530 IY • 7 

- oo~r.-o- -- - · · - -- --- - ?\ - . --7 - - - --- - --
00550 ELSE 
00560 IY • 21 
00570 N • 21 

-oo~·ao - - -- ----er;trt ~----

00590 XA •0. 
00600 X8 • 22. 
00610 NlTFR • 9 
006?0 MtX • -~ 

81 
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00630 IER c 0 0 05 4 0 --- ·------ . - ---------- - ---· 
00650 C*****DTOL SHOULD ~E 0.0001 FOR LOW HW (<0.41. 
00660 CTOL c 0.00001 
00670 

- oo6~o ~*~~·~~n~~~outn~ ~o~.~o~o~o~ortt-~F~o~~~H~w~<~o~.~4~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

00690 BTOL c 0.000005 
00700 0/ITA YCHA"-I'Y 1'•'Y ze,ty 3 1 , 1 Y 4'•'Y 5 1 , 1 Y 6 1 , 1 Y 7'' 
00710 l'Y s•,•y 9 1 , 1 Y10 1 , 1 Yl1'•'Yl2 1 , 1 Yl3 1 , 1 Yl4 1 , 1 Yl5 1-, 
0 0 72 0 --- -- -·. ---z., Y16 , -,,Y17 r~TTTS,--,--.-y-}'1'1,~ ,21 t I 
00730 
00740 
007 50 
00760 
00770 
007 ~ 0 
00790 
00 800 
00 8 10 
0092 0 
00 830 
OC B4C 
OC ? 50 
00 8 60 
00 870 
00880 
00890 
00900 
00910 
00920 
0093C 
00940 
00950 
0096{) 
00~ 70 
00980 
009~ 0 
OTCO O 
01Jl 0 
010?0 
01 0 3 0 

c ** *** 
C*****X VEClO~ CONTAINS SHOOTING POINTS ••• 

- 0 AT A .. X f 0.-; • ~ ; 1 ~ -, 2 • , lt ·.; 6 -;·-;· 8 -;-;·1~-. -·; l2 • 1 

C***** , 
C*****GUfSS MATQIX · OF SHOOTING VALUES IS READ IN ••• -· DO tHtJ ·1.-r,-N-- ------ · ···--·- -·- ·---- -- - - - - -----· 

kE~D( 5, 501) (Y( I, J).,J=l• lABSPtAX)) 
910 CONTINUE 
5Cl FrR~AT(11X,9El2.5) ----- - - ------ ---- --- -

C**~•~oo LOOP 111 INC~E~E~lS PA~AMETERS H~ OR PR. SET FINAL INCRE~ENT 
C *****TO 1 TO __ EN SVR E __ JN~ .. _PASS __ g~~- ~l~---· ---·-- - -- - · _ _ ___ ·- --------·-
C *.* * •• . 

DO 111 INC z 1,1 

G 1 0 4 C . --c * * * * * -- ·- -- . 
01)5 0 C*****IMMSL ROUTI~E DTPT9 IS CALLED TO PERFORM MULTIPLE SHOOTING. 
01:>:, o 
0107 0 
0]0 50 
o1oqo 

CALL DTPT9(N,FCN!,FCNJ,FCN8,XA,XB,NITER,X,MAX,Y,!Y,OTOL,8TOL, -- J.w0RKI--rt~1 ----· -· ·· -·- ---- - - ------ -- - - ---- ------ -- - ------ ---- - --

01100 wRITE(6,604) 
0111C c04 FOR~AT{'l'•'V~LUES AFTEw NINE NEWTONS ITE~ATIO~S•,tl/) 
0112 G W~1 TET6, ooz -J·cx C I l, I • 1-, TABS ('M~ '01 ·---- - --- --- - ---- - - ------- ---- ·--
01130 W~lTE{6,650) . 
01140 DO 912 1•1~N 
01150 \JJRITt(6,603)YCHAR(!),(Y(J,J).,J•l,IABS("1AX)) --ol roO ---- '1 12 Cl-NT1~tE-·- -------- --· -- -·-· ·- - ·- ------· -- -·-------- -
01170 · wRITEC6,606) IER 
01160 606 FOPMAT(///.,lX,'lER • •,!5) 
01190 ~RITE<6,607lOTOL .. BTOL 

-·OT2-0 0 ·----6-C 7 -·F 01< ~Ail /7 r; r X'ITOi rrr--. ---,--;·F"nJ. a-i?TiT"Ai '8 TO L • ', F I C. S"l 
01210 
01220 
01230 ·c 12 4 o -· 

W~ITE(6,608lPR,HW,EPS 
f08 FORMAT(///,1X, 1 P~ a 1 ,Fl0.5,//11X, 1 H~ a '•FlO.S,//,lX, 1 F.PS 11C.5l -- -- · - ... -- - --- ·- ·· -------·-------- .'_ '· ~ -
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012 5 0 -- 0126o·· -- ------ ·· -TF--lNSET;Fo~· UT\iTI-IIiT3~--- -----

01270 DO Ql 1•1,7 
0 12 8 0 W R 1 T E ( b , 6 2 2 l I , ( Y ( 3 * I - 3-+ J , 1 ) ' .J a 1 , -3 ) 
012~0 ·-o1:J-oo· - ·- - -<n ·cmnr-r-.;uf-·-··-------------- -- -- ----- ---- ---- ------ - ---- -- -- -· 
01310 t22 FORMAT(SX,il,3(El8.12'''')) 
01320 
013 3 0 

--u··n"lt-u--c-~•-.-.-!JIHliT'tTS-sTGNM"ENI SIAIEMtNI S BELOW CAN BE USED TO - IFICREMFNT 
01350 C*****P~ AND HW USING DO LOOP 111. 
01360 c••••• 
0137C 13 PR • PR 
0 1 3 8 0 - .. 1i"W a . HW -+ ··-o • -z 
01398 Y(3,1) • HW 
Ol~ OC C*****ENO OF DO LOOP 111 IS BELOW 
01410 C***** - 014 2 0 - --·· Tll --cONTI f';UF -- - - --- - ---- - ---- - -- --- ·- ··---- --· --- --- ------ ------ ___ ., - - ······ ---
01430 . . 
01440 STOP 
C1450 END . 
'01460 SUBROUTINE ""FCNJCt.J;-x-;y-;P1) ·}··· 
01470 C***** 
014 gO C*****SUBPOUTINE FCNJ IS CALLED BY OTPT8 T ~ DEFINE ELfME ~ TS QF 
01490 C*****JACO t3 lAN MATRIX FOR SYST£"1 BEING SOLVED. PO( I,J) IS 
01500 -- C*•***.PARTIAl -'"U'ElnVATIVE nt= D!.FFERFNn·lr ECUATlDN --FoR · Yt 1) - ··- ---
01510 C*****~lTH ~~SPECT Te DEPENDANT VARIABLE J. 
015 2 () 
t153 0 
'015 4"0 . -
01 5 50 
Cl56 0 
01570 - -en 51ro- -·-
Ol590 
016 00 
01610 
01'620 -
01630 
0164 0 
01650 

PO(J,IJ • O. 
P0{1,2) a 0. 
P0(1,3) • O. 
PDC1,4) a o. , 
P-un-~> --.- -r-;-----------------·-~- ----- --- --- ···-
PC(l,6> • O. 
POC1,7) • O. -

- -ol·o-6cr·- ------------·--pnr z, 1, . ----cr;-----------.-- ---- ------- -----.- - -- - - --- -- ·· 
Olo7 C PC(2,2) a O. . 
Cl6 8C P0(2,3) 0. 
0169 0 PDC2,4) :: (). 
017 00 PC(2,5) 0. 
0 171 0 P0(2,t) • 1. 
01720 P0(2,7) • o. 
01730 -·-a 1 7 4 0 ----
01750 
01760 
01770 

---------- Pv c3,11 -·• -~·z;·- · --- -- --------- - - -- -- -- ------ - --------
oo 3 !•2,7 

P0(3,l} • o. 

- 0178 0 
~ CI;NTI N. U_E ______ ··-·· ·-··---------- ----- -- __ --·-- ---- ---- _ _ _____ -~ 

01790 0( 4 1•1,6 
018 0 0 PD(4,l) • O. 
01810 4 CONTI~UE ·-ol-820 ------- -- - --- POI4J"7r --.- 1 ~---- - ~----- ---- - ---- - ------------ ·--·--------- --- - _--------
01830 . 
01840 P0(5,1) s 2.*Y(1) 
01850 PDC5,2) • ~2.*Y(2) ·· o 1s 6 o - -- - -----Po c s-, 3 r • --y c 51 · -- · - -------· ·-- · -- - -- ---- - ------ ·- ---- - -· - -- -- - - - -~ - -- - - -- ~ - -- ·-- ---- .... 



01870 
- --o1 B8 0 

018q 0 
019JO 
01910 

. 01 q z 0 
01930 
01940 
{)1950 

- 01 ~6-o 
01970 
01980 
01990 
02000 
02010 
020~0 
0203 0 
02040 
02050 
02060 
02070 
02080 
02oqo 
0 2100 
02110 

- 0212 0 
02130 
02140 
0215 0 
021 ~0 
02170 
021 8 0 
02190 

·-oz2oo 
02210 
C22 2 0 
02230 
02240 
02250 
02260 
C227 0 
02290 
02290 
023 00 
02310 
02320 
02330 
0234 0 
02350 
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PDC5,4) • O. -- pe-t 5, '5 , - -. - -y n ·, - ---- - ----- - --- ---------.- ---- -----
Poc~,t. r • o. · 
P0(5,7) ~ O. 

Pf:\(7,1) • -o. 
P0(7,2) • 0. 
PC(7,3) • Y(7l*PR 
P0(7,4) • O. 

------ - -------- - - --- - -·- ---

·-· · PD( 7,~-l .- -'0~· --- -- -- · --·-------------· 

PD(7,t:) • O. 
P0(7,7) • Y(3)*PR 
IFCNSET.EO.O) RETURN - . -

C***** 
C*****ZEROfS LOAOFD INTO FCNJ; ~ACT THAT LOWER-ORDER EOUATIONS 
C*****ARE INDEPENDANT OF HIGHER IS . EKPLO!TED; ALSO, EVEN THOUG~ 
·c *****HIGHER-ORO E~ "FOUA TID Ns·--: OfiTlTN --·n-FP FNlJAfiT"- V A"R I l "B l ES ·-FROM . 
C*****LOwER EQUATIONS, LTHE LOWER VA~I~BLES ARE CONSTANTS AS 
C*****FAR AS ~IGHER EQUATIONS ARE CONCERNED. 
C*****THUS, LOWER VARIABLES NOT ADJUSTED TO "EET HIGHER B.C. ·- DO ·c;9 l~r- 1 ;-·-z ----·-·· - -- - -· ---- - -- --. - ··--·- - --·- - - - ···----- --- -

00 Q8 J •1, 7 
DO 97 K•1,7*I 

PD(7*1+J,K) • O. 
-- -----q1· ·· - · -----cnN-rl~ut---.- --~------· 

98 CONTINUE 
99 CONTINUE 

-- ---- ·- - -nn ~o · r •1 •-z 
DO 95 Jzl,7 

08 94 Kz7*I+l,21 
PD(7*(!-l)+J,K) = 0 ! __ _ _ 

·· t;tt · CQNT !NUE . . - -
C15 CO~TINUf 
C16 CONTINUE 

DC 9 1•9,11 
PD(6,I) • O. 

9 CCNTlt'\U~ 
- 023"60 --·- PC ( 8, 12) ·a . I;·- --- ·-·- - -·- ---·---- --- - - --- ---- --- --- -----~-- ·-----·- ·-· ----

02370 
02380 
023qo 

PD(€,13) • O. 
PD(b,l4) • O. 

-o 2 4 o o ---· -·-----cL1.1- -r=-a-•rr 
02410 P0(9,I) • o. 
02420 11 CONTINUE 
02430 P0(9,13) • 1. 

-~24'4-o · - ---·- ------po-(-q;-r~-- --u-.·---------. -. - -. - - · -
02450 
02460 
02470 
0 24 8 0 -· 

PD(l0,8) • -2. 
DO 13 1•9,14 

PO ( 1-o, I) = - ~. - ·-- ···-·- - -·--- -- ·- - - ·- ··- - ·--···- · ··---- -- ---- - - - - -



--8~-~ ~ 8----·-· ____ _13_c_O_!iTJ_N_ldE ___ _____ _ 
02510 DO 14 IzB,l3 
02520 PDtll,I) • c. 
02530 14 CONTINUE - o-zs"4-o -- ------·--p-o-t 1"-1, 141 -··· - 1-.-- ----
025 50 
02560 PDC12,8) • 2.+Y(l) 
02570 PD(l2,9) = -z.+Y(2) 

· o-z5g-o ···-· ---- - --rrn11Zi-10I•-"TT51 - - ---- - - - ------ - - .- -
02590 PD(12,lll • O. 
02600 P0(12,12) • Y(3) 
02610 PDC12,13) • O. 
02620 ·· ;>0(12,14) -- -c. -· 
02630 
02640 
02650 

PDC13,8) • 2.*Y(2) 
PD(l3,9) • 2.*Y(l) -- -po c 13 ,-ro1 ····=--"TT01· ---- -----
PDC13,lll • O. 
P0(13,12) • O. 
PD(13,13) • Y(3) 

--------·------ ··-··czooo 
02670 
02680 
02690 
02700 
02710 
02720 
0273C 
0274 o· --

- PO C 13,14) • ·o. ··-- ·-·-·-. --- -··--·---·----- -- --· --

0275o 
02760 
0277 0 
C2790 
02790 
028 00 
02810 -- ozs-z·c ·-
028 30 
02840 
02850 
C2860 
0297 0 
02 9 9 0 
02 ~90 I 

- -uz9 oc ··-
u291 0 
02920 
0293 0 
0294C 
02950 
029b0 
02970 

PD(l4, 8 ) • O. 
PDC14,9) = O. 

·-··p-o C T4 , TOT -· • I'~·· Y"C71 ·-- ·--- ·-·· 
PDC14,11) • O. . 
P0(14,12) • O. 
P0(14,13) ,. O. 
POC14,14) ··• l'!:Z+Y{3·1 -- ---- - - - -- -----·- -- - - -- - ---~- ---

cr. zo 1•15,19 
PDC16,I) • O. 

20 CONTINUE ·· p-ori-o-;2ol .- --r~--- - -- - ----- ·-------- -- -----
F-Dtl6,Zl> = o . 
P0(17,15) z -2. 
DC 21 !=1 6 ,21 

PDC17,IJ • O. 
21 CQNTI~UE 

-uzqa·o· - - rrcrzz-r:,.,...,...-zc--- - ----- · 
02990 P0(18,I) • O. 
03000 22 CONTI~UE 
03010 PD(l8,21) • 1. · -o3 o 2 o --· · --- - --· ··- · -- · --· 
03030 PDC19,15) • 2.+Y(l) 
03040 P0(}9,16) • -2.+Y(2) 
03050 PD{l9,17) = Y(5) -- o3.uo·cr - -·---- ·- -~uc1~i181 ···-.--o-;-·--- ------ ·-- ------ ---- ··-- ·- -- - -

.03070 PD(l9,19) • Y(3) 
03080 PD(19,20) • O. 
03090 PDC19,2l) • O. 

- o3100 ·-·-------
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~1- ~8 -- -- ------ ----- - ~Bl ~8:-i~-~ -- : ·-~:-:-H!+ ·-- - -------·- · 
313 0 PD(20,17) • Y(6) 
3140 FDC20,18) • 0. 
3150 PD(20,]9) • O. . 31 6 0 --- .- -- - ·- - - p 0 { 2 0 ,--201 -==- Y\ 31 _ _____ - --------·-
3170 PD(20,21) • 0. 
318 c 
3190 P0(21,15) • O. 
32~o --- ·- --. --···pn(zl·,roT - ·· - -o-.---
3210 PDC21,17) • YC7l*PR 
3220 PCC21,1 8 ) • O. 
3230 PDC21,19) • O • . 
3240 PDC21,20) • O. 
325 0 PDC21,21) • Y(3)*PR 
32 6 0 RET URN 
3270 END 32 8 0 - -suBR"QUT1NE ·rc~ Il N"iXIriYP"RTMfT ___ _ - -- - -----:------ ----·- --- --- - --
3290 C***** 
33 00 C*****SLBRO UT!Nf FC~I IS CALLED BY DTPTB TO EVALUAT£ DERIVATIVES 

·i~~8 C•*•**Df ~YS~E~ VARIABL~S- ~ ___ S_Y_ ~J-~-~- _MU~_T _ ~E- §N_T _I~ELY __ FIRST-!J~D.E~. __ __ -- ·· 

333 C REAL Y( N ),YP~IME(N) 
3340 
335 0 
3360 
33 7 0 
33 SO 
3390 
34 00 
341 0 
3420 
343 0 3440 . ··- -
34 50 
346C 
347 0 
34 80 
349 0 
350 0 
351 J 
352( 
35 3 0 
354 0 
355 C 
35 ~0 
3570 
35 90 
35Q O 

YPRJ,..E(l) • Yf5) - .YPRI"1n ?T ---z-y C 6} · ---- - -·- - ·- --·---------~--~----

YP~I~f(3) • -2.*YC1) 
YPRIMU4) • V(7) 
YP~IMEC5) • Y(1)**2• + Y(5)*V(3)- Y(2)**2• 

... - ""Y P R-I '-fF C 6 T i: . """2. ~ *"YTTl-."YTZI"1----rT31 tTio:r- ----
YPR1ME(7) • PP*Y(3)*YC7) . 

IFCNSET.EC.O) RETURN 

VPRIME(8) • Y(l2) 
YP RP1E(-1) • Y(l3) 

--- -- ----

YP R I~ E (lC) • V(3)*Y(7)- 2.*Y( 8 ) 
YPRI"M f (ll)": Yrl4. ) ··- ··--- ----- --···-·· --~-· ------ ----···- --- -------·--- - ------ -· 
YP k l"'~E<l2) • ?,*Y(l)~Y( e ) + YC5l*Y(l0) + YC12)*Y(3)- 2.*Y<2)*Y( q ) 

1 - ( K ~ + l.)*Y(4)*YPRIME(5)- K4*Y(7)*Y(5) 
YP RP".fC13) = 2.*Y(1J*Y(9) + 2.*Y(8)*YC2) + Y(3)*Y(l3) + YC10)*V(6) 

1 - l K-:. + -1.. )*Yl 4T•"Y~' R T~EToJ ·- -;·1< · 4""*YC7T*"YTc>J - -- -- - --- - ---- ----· - ---
YP RIME(l4) • PR•(Y(3)*Y(l4) + Y(l0)*Y(7))- K6*YC . 4)*YPRI~E(7) 

1 - K3*Y(7)**2• 
3 6 0 0 - - - ·-- - -- · -ypR IM FtT5J_ c_. Y11 gr·-------

YP~lMECl6) • Y(20) 
----------~-- --- - -

361 0 
362 0 
3630 
364 0 
3650 
3660 
3670 
3680 
3690 
3700 
3710 
3720 

VPRIMf(l7) a -2.*Y(l5) . + Y(7)*Y(l0) + YC14J*YC3)-
1 Y(7)*Y(4)*Y(3) ---- -··- ·- - ·--ypl( I M"ED-s-1- i:- -y ("2!1 ___ _. _________ -:----·· - ··- - ·-------- - -- - - · 

YPRIMEC19) • Y(8)**2• + 2.*Y(l)*YC15) + YCSl*YC17) + Y(l2l*Y(l0) 
1 + Y(19l*Y(3) - Y(9)**2• - 2.*Y(2)*Y(l6)- (K4 + l.)*Y(ll)* 
2 YP~IME(5)- CK4 + l.)*Y(4)*YPRIMEC12)- K5*Y(4)**2•*YP~IME(5) 

--3"""--- ; - f{tt-.rn·~· ,.-..TrST---;I("rtitY ( 7 J*f Cl2 J -~T?-;."lTTJ"tY\ltT*Tl"5J" ·- ·-- - - -
YPRIMECZO) a 2~*Y(l)*YC16) + z.•Yt8)*Y(9) + 2e*YC15)•YC2) + 

1 Y(3)*Y(20) + YC10)*Y(l3) + Y(l7l*Y(6)- (K4 + l•)*YCll)* 
2 YPFI~E(6)- (K4 + lel*Y(4)*YPRIMEC13)- K5*Yf4l**2•*YPRI~E(6) 

- --3 - ·- - K 4 • Y11 't"1 • .., to 1- - -- 1< 4* v1 ·7 >"*rt 13 r --.-· "4"""**7 ·*' t 71""*.Yt4inro·1 -----------
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3730 YfRIME(~l) = PR*(Y(3)*Y(2ll + Y(l0)*Y(l4) + Y(l7)*Y(7)) -
374o·- ·- ·-- -- ··-"1 ·-··l(b"*Yl4·t--.Yf>"P I ll'tE11-41 ----~6Ty-nTt*Y~ !1'1"tt7r .,;;- "K(*y-( t.T*t2 • -.TPR11'1Fl7T 
3750 2 - 2.*K3*Y(7)*Y(l4) - K8*Y(7)**2•*Y(4) 
3760 RETURN 
~+-~g - - -- · - -- ~~~ROUTf-N·~---F~~1't ·;-Y-AiY13 ··,-F1 ______ ____ _ ___: _________ ----- - ------ -- --
3790 c••••• 
3800 C*****S~BROVTINE FCNB IS CALLED BY DTPTB TO EXPRESS BOUNDARY 
3810 C*****CONCITlONS FOR SYSTEM. DTPTB TRIES TO FORCE 
3-e-z-o-- - · · C*****"t~tt -·ft"£1-rEtrrSt:trvtt"TlltrFIO ZER 0 Bt"""AtrJU~G1NITI"IL _ _ _ . -·- ---- -- . 
3830 C•****VALUES. YA(I) IS VALUE OF Y(l) AT STARTING POINT, AND 
38~0 C*****YBCI) IS VALUE OF YCIJ AT ENDPOINT. 
3950 C*****(THESE ARE THE DESIRED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.) PARA~ETER 
3860 - C*****BTOL, --sET · B"t' USER --IN .. f'IA1~LI"Nc, · ·~1tE'tlFIES 1--tOW ·ctOS"ftY -
3870 C*****THESE CQN)!TIONS ARE ~ET. 
3880 
3890 
39oo ·-· 
3910 
3920 
3930 
3940 
3950 
39~0 
3~ 70 
3980 
3990 
4000 
4010 
4020 .. 
40 30 
4040 
4050 
4"01>0 
407C 
4080 
4090 
4 t-oo 
4110 
4120 
4130 
414 0 
4150 
4160 
417 0 
4180 

REAL YA(~),YB(~),F(N) 
·- - · ·-- -·-- - · --- . -- - ------- -·-

COMMON/9/PR,HW,EPS,NSET 
F(l) • YA(l) . 
F(2) • YA(2)- 1. 

· ·f t 3 > --c -.,.At "3' - - -·ttw - --- - ---· - ·· 
F(4) • YA(4) - 1. 
F(5) • YB(5) 
F(6) • YB(6) 

- · -· - F17 > . - --y~ t 11 · ·--nrx.-r- ·-:--- - -------------· 
IF(NSET.EO.O) RETURN 

-- F1 e) · • ..,. a:tC31 - -- - - --
F(9) • YA(9) 
F(lO) • YA(lO) 
Ftlll • "t'A(ll) 

--- · ·- ---------- ----- ---·- ··-- -- ---· --- - --· -- -

.. F (1 21--· ·-y-g-1 TZ l - - ----- ------
FC13) • YB(13) 
FC14) • YB(l4) + YB(ll) 

· -f(l5) · · · -ya-115· 1--- ------~---------------~- ----· · ··-- · 

F ( 16) • Y A ( 1'6 ) 
F(l7) • YA(17) 
F(l8) • YA(18) 

· · f '1 ~, -~ -.,.-at 1-q l - · - - ----- -·--· -- - -- ---- ---- --- ---
f(20l = Y!1(20) 
F(21) = Y3(21) + Ye(lf) 
PETURN 
E 1'.' 0 ·-- - ---- · -- -- ·- - --- -- --· 



APPENDIX V 

Program RKVARS 

--4l8810---,.-_, __ --~ JUOl..l.R..S..lP III, a ·• I P ''I, rAPe sll..l.Jt.P..ur,.. _-IJ..P~·D.UI.-P.~"+-1 -#-I __ 
0 20 ~····· . 00030 C*•***PROGRA~ RKVAFR5 INTEGRATES fRO~ ZERO BY A fiFTH-ORDER 
00040 c•••••RUNGEO-KUTTA ~ETHOO USING VA~IABLE STEP SIZE. INITIAL 

· --88 8~ 8 --t :-:::: ~ :&~~ i~ '~t~ J F~ ~ -'0 r1 ~1-s A_t~ ~{-T{ B-b ~I~ l ~~~I ~-H-~o_~"Ei-~~-C-~1R ~~-
ooo7o C****•ALGORITHM. SUBROUTINE FC~ IS LIFTED DIRECTLY FROM PROG~A~ 
00080 C•••••DISK21, AND CONTAINS DERIVATIVES OF EXPANDED DISK SYSTEM. 

--gg~-~g &-t~l~~ta ·NEt~-nOl 
00110 REAL CC40) 
00120 REAl K3,K4,K5,K6,K7,K8 88ll8 ·· - -~~!~A~{~~l3 - -~~AlR l~l- i YS.LOREJl.l-' lOt _ .. ___ __ _ _ __ _ ___ __ _ -~ -
00150 COMMON/8/PR,EPS,HW 
00160 COMMON/C/K3,K4,K5,Kb,K7,K8 

__ 00170 --- --- - ---- - ---~----
00180 NW • Zl 
00190 N • 21 
00200 K3 • .9022 
88~! g .. - -·- ~~ : :l~$~"1""8'84 5 ------------------------------- ·---- ---
00230 K6 • 1.852790213 
00240 K7 • 0.7518922954 
88~~8 ~ -- ·- · __ f(8 __ ~ ___ Q.._7.b.93..8.1..330.3 _ __ _ _ 

ooz1o rot • o.oooo5 
00280 INO • 1 
-88~~g -- ·-··- - ·· ~~ -:-- ~7~---

00310 PRNINT • 0.01 
00320 EPS • 0.342 

-· 00 3 3_0_- - . ______ __ _x__. _ _o_ .. 
oo340 c••••• . 
00350 c•••••STOP IS LAST X 
00360 . STOP • .z 
00370 

-- 00380·- - - - - 0"AT1- 'ftHllfTirfl.,.-yp, I Y 3 1 , 'Y 4 I, t Y 5 t, ly 61, iy 71, 
00390 1 1 Y 8 1 , 1 Y 9 1 , 1 Y10•,•Yll 1 ,'Yl2'''Yl3'''Yl4 1 ,•Y15 1 , 
00400 2 1 Ylb'•'Yl7•,•Yl8'''Yl9 1 , 1 Y20'•'Y21'1 

_ oo41 o ___ c,~··-·--· 
0042 0 
00430 C~****THE SEVEN liNES IN DATA STATEMENT BELOW CAN ACCEPT INITIAL 
00440 c•••••VALUES OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM DISK21 DIRECTLY AS FORMATTED 
00450 C•••••THERE. . OOitbO - . -· -DATA ·y, ---- ·-- -- - -- -- -·· - - -·· -- -- - --- - -- -·-------- --- -- - -- -- - - -
00470 10., 1., -1., 
00480 21., .38~56690, -1.1752211• 

_ 00490 ______ . __ __ 3_-_._I930,11u_ o_., _o_., 
00500 40., o., -.17632423, 
00510 51.6334352, 1.2862401, o., 
00520 bO., o., o., 

. __ oo 5_3 o__ __ _ _ __ 7o_. _oot>z~~-~~~-q_,_~.z .• .zo.'t .61_91L. ~ .. _e.5Jl.bll1-:------ -
oos4o e1 · 
00550 
00560 WRITEC6t699) 
-8%~t8--.b 9.9_ F D.~ K ~-T.J .. !_l.!il..~~-_!_l -~ll.J. A.lJ.A.LU.E..S..!J.'-6./_._/_._) ________ _ 

00590 DO 50 KKKK•1•21 
' 00600 WRITEC6,698) YCHARC<KKKt,YCKKKKI 
. _88~~8----b;g Cl)N~~~n~TJ~~-'-~3 _ _,,~,_10 (Ell ~-'- •-l~ )_r_/ I).._ _ _ _____ _ 

88 



89 

8~~8 ----- ----- - --~{R.llt 'f61 650 , - --t· P ·s-;-~rw·;-PR------- -:-- --- --- -
Ob50 650 FORMATt•l•,1X,•V~LUES OF Y(I) AS FUNCTIONS OF ETA FOR · FOLLOWI~G P' 
0660 1,•ARAMETERS:•,!t,1X,•EPS • •,F5.3,//,1X, 1 HW • •,F5.3,//,1X, 
g~~g. _ __ _z_• ~R __ _ • __ _!_, F~~3__, 1_/.L _) --- ---- ·- -·--- --- -- - -- - ---- -------- ----- - - -· -- -

0690 DO 99 I•1,INTCCSTOP/PRNINTJ/10.) 
0700 . DO 98 J•1,10 
0710 _ --· __ _ X!:ND __ ! __ x_ ~ .. P.RlUJiL ___ _ ·_ 
0720 XX(JJ • XEND 
o73o c••••• . 
0740 C*****IMSL ROPUTINE OVERK IS CALLED TO PERFOR~ R-K ALGORITHM ••• 
0750 CALL OVERK(N,FCN,x,y,xeNO,TOL,INO,t,NW,W,IER) _ 0 7 6 0 - . - . . -- - - - --
0770 00 97 K•l,21 
0780 YSTORE(K,~) • Y(K) 
07~0 
0800 
0810 
0820 
0830 
084 0 
0850 
0860 
087 0 
0 880 
0890 
0900 
0910 
092 0 
0930 
0940 
0950 
0960 
0970 
0980 
0990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
104 0 

97 
98 

-- ·coNTI-NUt , .. ------- ---· -·---· -- --------- - - -- -- -----·- ----- .... --
CONTINUE 

DO 911 111•1 ,N 
W R IT E ( 6, b 0 3 ) . Y CHAR ( M ), ( Y S TOR E ( 1111 J J ) ' J J •1, lA 8 S (1 0 ) ) 

911 CONTINUE _ ______ .. __ --- -- --· ------------·--- ·· 
603 FORMAT(3X,A3,5X,lOCE1le5,1X),//l . 

99 CONTINUE 
. STOP. ____ ____ __ - ··---------- ----- --~-

END · 
SUBROUTINE FCNCN,x,y,ypRIMEJ c••••• 

. c• _•··~~~~L ~~ ,~t~~~~"I~frSY-E.B !LJJLE_VM.Jt~JE. t'-.fB..lli_ll.'LE..S..t- _____________ _ 
COMMON/B/P~,EPS,HW 
COMMON/C/K3,K4,K5,K6,K7,K9 
REAL K3,K4,K5,Kb,K7~K8 _ __ _ 

1050 YP~IME(1) • Y(5) 
1060 YPRIME(2) • Y(6) 
1070 YPRII'IE (3) ! _ -2.*YJ.l )_ -----·- - --· - _ __ __ ______ --- -----· -----·- -- ·-- ·· -- - - · 
1080 YPRI~E(4) • Y(7) · 
1090 YPRIMEt5) • Y(1)**2• + Y(5l*Y(3) - Y(2)**2• 
1100 YPRIME(6) • 2.*Y(l)*Y(2) + Y(3)*Y(6) 
1110 . Y PRIME (.7} -~- P.R~ 'i (_3j_*_ Y. l t .L _ _ ___ _ ______ _ 
112 0 
1130 YPRIMEC8) • Y(12) 
1140 YPRII'IE(~) • Y(l3) . 
115 0 . __ YPR IM E_U OL_~_y t3 .. l~XJ1J -~- . .2 ._. _y_(6_L _ ____ _ __ _ __ _______ ---- --
1160 YPRIMEC11) • Y(14) 
1170 YPRIMEC12) • 2.*YC1J*Y(8) + Y(5)*YC10) + Y(l21*YC3) - 2.*Y(2)•Y(9) 
1190 1 - CK4 + 1.J*YC4l*YP~li'IEC5) - K4*Y(7)*Y(5) . 
1190 . _ _____ .YPRI.ME113 L_• _z_. _~ l.Ll.J~.'fj _9. L. t_ .z_.. ~_Y(8_ )_ ~.Y_CfL ~-fllll..Yj.DJ __ t _'iU .. O)*. l Ud 
1200 1 - CK4 + l.J*YC41*YPRIME(6)- K4*YC7 *YC6 
1210 YPRIMEC14) • PR*CYC3)*YC14) • YC10)*Y(7J) ~ K6*Y(~)•YPRI"E(7) 
1220 1 - K3*YC7J**2• 
t~t8 YPRIMEfl5) --.-· -vrr~n -------- - --- -------- ·- - . ---- · --------- · ·- ·-- - -- - --- ----------

1~~8 -- --·- - - ~~~ t~~ ·ll ~I · -:--!~:~? r1-sr+ - v rtl•v·c io r·-.--vc f41 • y·c 3--;- - --- ·- · - ·- - ---- -- --· 
1270 1 Y(7)*Y(4)*Y(3) 
1280 . YPRIMEC18) • Y(21) 
1290 . YPRIMEC19) • Y(8)**2• + 2.*Y(l)*YC15) + YC5)*YC17) + YC12)*JC10) 
13 0 0 .. -- 1 -+- Y C1 9) . .. YT3 l -~ ·y ( 9 ) "* * 2 ~ -~- 2 .-. Y ( 21 * Y n .6') - ( 1< 4 . + 1 • ) • Y ( i 1f• 
1310 2 YPRIME(5J- (K4 + 1.)*Y(4)*YPRIMEC12)- K5*Y(4)**2•*YPRIM:(5) 
1320 3 - K4*Y(14)*Y(5) - K4*Y(7)*YC12) - K4**2•*YC7)*Y(4t*Y(~) 
1330 YPRH1E(20) • 2.•Ytl)*YCl6) L~~l_l_6)*Y[9.' +_.2.*Y(l_5l*Yl2J + ______ ___ _ 
13lt0 ------r·- Y .-~, • Yl'2·o·r ···- ----n· o1·•v c 13r+YTr71-..-vn;-.'-.l~--,K4- + -1.-> *Y ( 11 ,. 
1350 2 YPPIME(bl - CK4 + l.J*YC4)*YPRIMEC13l - K5*YC4)**2•*YPRIME(6) 
1360 3 - K4*Y(14l*Y(6) - K4*Y(7)*YC13) - K4**2•*Y17)*Y(4)*YC6) 
1370 YPRI~EC21) • PR*CYC3l*YC21) + YC10l*YC14) + Y(l7)*YC7)) - _ 
1380 ·- ·- .. 1 K6*YC4l*YPRIMEI14)..;. K6*.YC1ll*YPRIMEC7)- K7*Y(4)**2•*YPRP1E(7) 
1390 2 - 2.*K3*Y(7)*YC14) - K8*YC7)**2•*Y(4) 
1400 RETURN 
·1419 ___ . E NO ·-------- -- -· ----- - -- ---- ------------- --- -- ·-·-··-- ____ __ __ _ _ 


